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JOINT ANNUAL REVIEW 
1.  Executive Summary 
The  political  situation  in  the country  remained  tense through  out  2002 as the 
political  stalemate continued. Initiated by President Jagdeo after the last general 
elections (March 2001), the inter-community  political dialogue was short-lived. The 
demise of the former President and  Leader of the opposition, Mr.  Hoyte, end  of 
December, added to the woes and calls for a new  leadership of the PNC/R. The year 
under  review  will  be  remembered  by  its  wave  of violence  and  criminality,  which 
disrupted social and economic activity.  However, since the nomination of Mr Corbin 
as the new leader of PNCR in early 2003 the dialogue has been relaunched. 
The economic situation has not improved in 2002 although some sectors as sugar did 
relatively well.  Growth  is  projected to be minimal  in  2002 reflecting the adverse 
impact of the domestic security situation on  serviceS and construction. The PRSP 
was  approved  by IMF and WB  in  September 2002 and at the same time the IMF 
Board approved a new 3 years PRGF in the amount of 73 Million USD. 
EC  Cooperation 
The 9'"  EDF  Country  Support  Strategy (CSS)  was  signed  in  September  2002. 
Guyana  was  provisionally  allocates  €  34. million  (A  envelope)  and  €  14  million 
(B envelope). The CSS identifies two sectors of concentration: 
''.  . 
(a} Infrastrudui'i!. €  19  million  for Sea DefenceS arid  (b} Macro~economic support. 
€  14.9  million  for social.  sectors (housing  I  health).  Additional  funds  have  been 
earmarked far the development of a comprehensive Transport Sector strategy (€ 1 
million), micro-projects (€ 3 million) and Institutional strengthening of the NAO (€ I 
million).  Preparation of feasibility  studies is  under-way  in  practically all  the a.m. 
sectors in order to ensure the passage of oil related financing proposals in 2003 and 
2004.  In January 2003, the EC approved the allocation of €8.4 million from the B~ 
envelope  under  the  FLEX  provisions  to  be  disbursed as  part  of  the  Budgetary 
Support Programme, thus bringing the total of this programme to €23.3 million. 
Under  the  a'"  EDF,  Guyana  received  its  full  EDF  allocation  of  €  32  million  + 
SYSMIN  funds  equivalent  to €  12.9  million  +  Debt  relief €  10_9  million_  These 
amounts are distributed as follows: 
(a) Economic & social infrastructures. € 20,5 million for sea defences and low  income 
housing (€ 9,1  million) ond  (b) Private sector development. Guyana Training Agency-
GTA- (€ 1.8 million), Linden Economic Advancement Program (LEAP) €  12,5 million. 
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The  itnplementation of the sea defen_c:es  project  is  lakiny  lunyer  thun  anticipated 
due to design problems and preparation of the tender document for civil  works. The 
institutional strengthening part is  progressing satisfactorily although at a slow pace. 
The  low-income  housing  program  (EDF  second  tranche)  was  finally  approved  in 
October  2002.  Although  GTA  is  progressing  satisfactorily.  the  LEAP  has 
experienced  various  problems.  which  ore  being  addressed.  In  February  2002, 
interest of  the  counterpart funds  of SASP  IV  (Structural  Adjustment  Support 
Program) have been allocated to finance the creCition of a Task Force to assist the 
NAO in  progroin moniTOi'"ing and  coordination. An  effort has been tnade to reduce to 
a minimum the uncommitted  b<~lonces and speed up disbursements. 
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2.  The policy agenda of the partner country 
After  two  decodes  of  socio-economic  decline,  the  Government  launched  an  economic 
recovery  programme  (ERP)  in  mid-1988,  to  reorient  economic  management  away  from 
centralised administrative controls. In 1996, Guyana  approached the Paris Club  to request 
debt relief and  was  granted "Naples Terms", consisting of a 67''/. reduction in  net present 
value (NPV)  on  eligible debt, with the remaining  one-third of the debt to be rescheduled 
over .23 years.  The positive ma.cro-econotnic trend was slowed dowh  in  1998, but recovered 
significantly in  1999. attaining 3"1.  growth. however in  2002 it was down again to an overage 
of 1  "!  •.  Despite the partially positive trends, a household survey carried out in  1999 showed 
that 35"/o  of the population lived below the poverty line, with 19  "!.  living under conditions of 
extreme poverty.  The per capita income .in 2002 was estimated at about US$750. 
Guyana became eligible for debt relief under the original  HIPC initiative in  1999, paving the 
way for a cumulative US$440 million debt relief in nominal terms.  Although not all program 
targets were met. donors agreed to provide debt refief because the factors that prevented 
achievement of progrtrmme targets were largely beyond government controL  As  a  result. 
the debt service .ration fell from 19  "!.  in  1998 to 11  "!.  in  1999.  In. October 2000, Guyana 
became eligible for debt relief under the E-HIPC initiative, paving the.woy for an additional 
US$590 milliori  of debt relief in  nominal  terms.  P<;nding  the co,;ple"f:ioo  point  of the E-
HIPC, the creditors are providing interim debt relief to Guyana, amounting to about US$15 
million  per yeor_  When Guyana  does achieve E-HIPC  completion, the two  HIPC  initiatives 
together will  have eliminated mor·e·than half .of the country's future debt.service, and  its 
outstanding debt in net present value terms  will have been reduced by 54"/o, 
The. relief  package goes  hand  in  hand  with a  poverty reduction. strategy (PRSP}  a~d 1;ne 
implementation of an agreed programme of social  and administrotive .NOform: ..  T.he  interim 
PRSP,  which  builds on  the National  Deveiopment Strategy prepared in  1996 cind  rE:~ised in 
1998/99. was approved in  D\'cember 2000 after which a wide participatory consultatipn w<;~s 
launched.  A National semiriar was held in  the end of October 2001 and the WB  and IMF 
Boards  were  due  to  discus  the final  PRSP  in  June  2002,  but  this  was  deferred  and 
eventually the PRSP was approved in September 2002. 
The main goals laid out in the PRSP are: 
1.  Sustained  economic  expansion  within  the  context  of  a  deepening  participatory 
democracy 
2_  Access to social services, including education, health, water and housing 
3.  Strengthening, and where necessary expansion, of social safety nets. 
To achieve this the PRSP rests on seven pillars: 
•  Maintenance of sound  macro-economic, trade and  investment framework, so as to 
improve the business environment, which  will  lead to broad-based, jobs-generating 
economic growth 
Environmental protection 
•  Stronger institutions and better governance 
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o  Investment in human capital, with emphasis on baSic educat1on and pr1mary heaith 
o  Investment  in  physical  capital, with  emphasis on  better and  broader provision  of 
safe water and sanitation services, farm-to-market roads, drainage and  irrigation 
systems, and housing 
•  Improved safety nets, and 
•  Special ihtervention programs to address regional pockets of poverty. 
In the context of the HIPC exercise, over the next twenty years, US$329 million of debt 
will  be  r~lieved and  spent  instead  on  the government's  poverty  reduction  programme.  The 
proposed allocation of the enhanced H!PC funds is as follows: 
48 %to social sectors, 
35 'l'o to finance infrastructure projects to support growth 
11% to support private sector, investment, export promotioh 
6% to institutional strengthening and 
5 %to special programmes to reduce poverty in  certain localities. 
3.  Update· on the political. economic and social situation 
.'.>·.·  .·_,. 
Type  ':  '  ·-rridi cator  2000  2001 '  2002  2003  2004 
-Impact  -L Proportion of below National Poverty  35.1  34.9:  34,0'  33.1  32.2 
,  line USD1:40/day * 
2.Prevelance·of underweight children  15.7  N/a'  N/a 
'undercfive years of age""' 
'_,  ,,  -3.  Under~five mortality rate**,  37/1000  ·Nfa  N/a 
Outcome  4.(Net enrolmeht ratio in Pr.  Educ<~tion)  110  i07  105  102  100 
Gras· primary school enrolment * 
',''' 
5. Primli,.Y completion rate (Pr school  83.4  83.5  "84c6  a5:t  ; 869  . .  .  ~ 
entrnnt~-reaching grnde 6 " 
· 6. Rdtl~ of  girls to boys in'"'"*  · N/a  N/a  N/a  N/a 
- ' primary education  1,03/1 
- secondary education  1.3/1 
- tertiary education 
7.  Proportion of births attended by  86 r.  N/c:  N/a 
skilled health personnel"" 
8,  Proportion of 1  year old children  88.9  90.2  93.3  95.5  97.1 
immunised against measles " 
9,  HIV prevalence among 15-24 year old  N/a  N/a  N/a 
pregnant women """ 
10. Proportion of population with access  92.0  93.2  94.1  95.0  96.0 
to safe water* 
11.  No. of house lots issued  17105  975  4195  5000 
Economic  12. GN! per capita  USD  750  750  750 
*****  13. GDP growth (annual 'i'.)  -0.8  1.9  0 
14. Inflation  5.9  2  .. 5  3.8 
Sources 
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* PRSP (It should be noted that aii ftgures on hea.ith beyond ZOOO are estimates and thereafter 
targets.  For eduoation all figures beyond 2001 are targets) 
** Multi-indicator Cluster Survey conducted by the Bureau of Statistics 2000 (latest data, even 
PAHO has  nothing more recent) 
N0.123 
***No data available.  Unofficial figure from Pilot HJV/AIDS Prevention of Mother to Child 
Transmission Programme is 5 %amongst all  pregnant women participating in the programme (2002) 
****Ministry of Education.  Jt should be noted that even though entrance rates are more 
favourable for boys, completion rates favour girls_ 
*****All economic: figures for 2002 o.re estimotes frotn IMF or WB documents_ 
Political 
The dialogue process which  had been established between the President and the opposition 
leader Mr  Hoyte to address issues raised by the opposition came to a  halt in  March 2002 
because of differing views concerning the implementation of jointly taken decisions.  Since 
March  PNCR  has. also  been boycotting the parliament.  Different civil  society groupings 
tried through the year to re•launch the process without success.  Mr Hoyte passed away in 
December 2002.  This created a  riew  situation and the election of his successor has been 
seen as an  opport"utiity to be used to re-launch the dialogue and  constructive cooperation 
betw.,en  th!'  .. two ·main  p<irti¥- The  dialogue _is  seen  as  necessary  tp  decreriSe  ethnic 
tP~sions, even +~ough-_this wdl  require progress in  many areas.  ~ince the.nominatton Of Mr 
-c~rbin as· the> new leader. of PNCR in early 2003 the dialogue has bien relauncho'>d;-
Economic · 
Basiid -on  W&ld Bdnk and IMF forecasts, the overage real GDP  growth ~ate fo~ Guyana  is 
estimdted  to  be at about  2.71o  a  year  in  2002-2005 and  about  5%  <1 .. year  thereafter., 
Growth in  the- produ~tion  -~f-traditional crops is  expected to pick-up  withthe recovery of , -
the·agriculturai s'ector,dtie +o  fncreased production of sugar cmd  rice.  It  is illso forecasted.' 
that growth in the non-traditional sectors ~ especially light manufacturing- and expansion in 
gold arid timbei-'produ-tHbri _would  provide the impetus for c?ntinued .high growth in  futurii 
years.  Investment by the public sector is projected to be particulqrly rdbust during 2002, 
2005 because of the restructuring of the sugar sector and the sharp increase in the public 
investment program.  Inflation is  projected to average about 3.6%  per year during  2002-
2005 to reflect a moderate easing of monetary policy in support of the growth objectives. 
There after, inflation is  projected to grow at 5.0 percent on average over 2006-2010.  All 
these estimates are somewhat  less favourable than what were originally foreseen  in  the 
PRSP.  Reasons for these readjustments were: the deleterious effects of the September 11, 
2001 terrorist attacks on the United States; lower than envisaged external financing:  and 
lower  and  uncertain timing  of enhanced debt relief_  It  should  also  be noted that actual 
estimates for 2002 made  in  December  by JMF  would  indicate that despite strong sugar 
production. growth  in  2002 is  projected near zero,  reflecting the adverse impact of the 
domestic  security  situation  on  services  and  construction,  a  continued  deterioration  in 
bauxite production, weak rice and timber exports. and lower gold mining activity.  Based on 
present figures. inflation is projected to about as programmed_ 
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In September ZUU<::.  the J.Mf Board approved a new  three-year PRGF  in  an  amount of US$ 
73 million.  The World  Bank  has approved  a  PRCS  credit in  the amount of 16.8  million  to 
support the implementation  of the PRSP.  The  approval  of the PRSP  fulfils  one  of the 
prerequisites  of  the  completion  point  under  the  E-HIPC.  However.  an  IMF  mission  in 
December 2002 highlighted the _risk  of slippages especially in  the structural performance 
criteria (NFPS  wages, restructuring of Linmine, tax reform).  It  is  now  likely that the date 
of the completion point be pushed to the 3rd quarter of 2003. 
Guyana  is  highly  dependant on  trade.  The rnujor  exports are sugar,  rice, gold  ar.d  bauxite. 
Both  sugar and  rice have enjoyed  preferential access to the EC  market.  However, these 
preferences are changing.  The Everything but Arms initiative (EBA)  will  allow free access 
to EC  for sugar and rice originating from  least developed  countries from  2009 onwards, 
thus  creating  competition  for  Guyanese  exports.  In  the  meantime,  the quota  increase 
gradually and from 2006 onwards tariffs on trade outside the quota will  decrease gradually. 
To  facilitate the transition funds have been identified from the EC for the rice sector. The 
Government has also  requested assistance to prepare itself for the Economic  Partnership 
Agreement  negotiations.':  Concerning  bauxite,  the  world  prices  remain  low  and  the 
government has tried for _some years now to privatise its bauxite industry Without  succ~~s. .  ., 
Negotiations are a,lse> on going for Guyana to join the FTAA  by 2006 and the implementat.ion 
of ~ Caricom  single;lj)ar~et by  2005  ..  Guyana  has also  negotiated a trade agreemept-with : 
Brazi-l, and is,.neg(lti:Oting  _trade  agreements  with  its  other  neighb~ur$. - Surinam  <ind•· 
Venezuela.  In addition, Guyana  is presently also  in  process of WTO ."Trade Policy Review" 
and a 'national trade strategy has been prepared with the help from USAID, 
Guyana  _ranks_  10.3  in th,e Ui'JDP  under the UNDP  2002 Human  Dexelo,pment Index•- ThirtY-
five  per~nt of.  the-·population are. classed as poor  and  19%  as _liv,ing  _under  co_nditions  of 
extreme poverty. Despite the fact that health statistics for the country are scarce (CIDA 
-and  ID.B)  will  be assis'ting. the "Government  to improve this), Guyana  is  undoubtedly facing 
some seve~e  ·.challenges- fn t_he sector:  HIV  I AIDS levels are estimated  to  .be. the.-highest in· 
. the region after Haiti at 3.!5-5.5.  lo for adult population and contr<lry to many  c:ountries  in 
the ·region, the epidemic  is generalised  in  Guyana  and  not concentrated to some specific 
groups.  And  worryingly only 20/o of those infected are aware of it.  A National strategy 
against  HIV/AIDS  has  been formulated  and  work  is  being  done to  integrate it into  the 
national  health  plan  and  more  specifically  into  the  plans  corJcerning  the fight  against 
tuberculosis and malaria.  A proposal by the Ministry of Health has been submitted to the 
Global  Fund  Against Aids for consideration.  Imbalances of resources between different 
core levels, with a high proposition of expenditure and resources directed towards the main 
tertiary facility and difficulties staffing lower level  facilities, especially in  remote areas is 
a  continuous  problem.  There is  also  a  generalised  loss  of doctors and  nurses  through 
emigration  to the Caribbean  islands and  North  America.  The relatively  low  morale  and 
patient  service  standards  are  also  of  concern.  The  present  health  sector  reform 
programme  is  trying  to address these issues.  There is  general agreement to focus  on 
fewer, better-staffed health facilities at all  levels.  It  is envisaged that four to five Health 
Boards be established.  This will  provide flexibility.  The model  has already been used for 
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the Georgetown Public  Hospital and  will  now  be implemented in  Region  6.  The government 
expenditure in  henlth for 2002 was 6.0 '1. and is budgeted to be 6.6 i.for 2003. 
Education, and in  particular basic education. has been identified as a national priority in the 
PRSP. The gross enrolment rate at present for primary education is 102'1. and net enrolment 
is 84  '1.  based on estimations made by UNDP.  The national  completion rate for grade 6  is 
85.4'1..  Problems  facing  the sector  are  similar  to  those  facing  health:  significant 
differences in access between the coastal zone and the hinterlands, difficulties to find and 
maintain staff in the remote areas, and constant ioss of qualified staff through emigration. 
A Functional Literacy Survey of out-of-school youth ages 14-25 years found that sg % were 
operating at below  acceptable levels  of functional  literacy.  The Government  has  mnde  a 
request to the 'Fast Track Initiative" for the amount of US$ 45 million.  The request has 
been favourably assessed and at present it seems that ·the Netherlands is  willing to finance 
some part of this request.  None of the donors present in the country {DFID, US, Canada, 
EC)  hove  uncommitted  funds  to  be allocated  to  this  initiative.  The sector  is  however 
benefiting from donor support from IADB, CDB,  WB, CIDA,"DFID, Unesco and Unicef.  The 
EC Delegation has been active in the Thematic group for donor coordination in education and 
has  provided  comments at all  stages of' the FTT  process.  However,  education  was  not 
identified as a  focal  sectot in  fhe present Country Support Strategy.  Thi.s  decision wos 
made betWMn. the Government ·artd  the C"Ommis~ion based M ·the assessment-of  ·1\ee:ds and:·  " · 
•availability·of resourtesr. it·is clear that needs both in  health orid education are. importan'l':: 
however, ediltlltion  has: more 'don.ors  addressing the most urgent needs· as the·-ohly  major' 
· •  donors in l:ia&i'c health ore IADB and CIDA_  ·  -.. 
Sine~ ·February 2002 the security situation has  dramatically changed  iti  ·Guyatio.  Three  , 
types of criminal acts, often by violent .criminals  using  assault rifles a"d·other weapon·ry. 
hilve surfaced: .  drug• rekttei;l •crime, between gangs  or  .• gongs  and  police,  radally motivated · 
acts and povertyrelilted nets;  It  i~:ofteri difficult to distinguish which of the above is th•e  -' 
motive o.f  a specific act.  The police. and the army hove been trying to come· to grips with 
this new  level .of  c~iminality', firepower and technology used by the  :criminals as we'll as the 
boldness of .the criminals.  Many  bystand.ers have  been killed  and  injured, ond  several law 
·e·nforcement 6fficiols targeted and -killed_  · 
Concerning human  rights, freedom of press and opinion are respected_  However, the police 
force  has  been  criticised  locally  and  internationally  (Amnesty  International) for  alleged 
extra-judicial killings. 
Discussions and  programmes concerning public sector reform are underway with IDB  (local 
government),  CIDA  (public  finances),  WB  . (procurement)  and  UK  {judiciary,  police), 
Discussions on  fight against corruption have become more open, and  this issue is  partially 
being addressed in the above-mentioned projects_ 
The Government  is  aware of the necessity to protect environment and the Environmental 
Protection Agency  (EPA)  we&  established in  1996.  However,  EPA  and  both the Forestry 
Commission and  Guyana Geology and Mines Commission will  need further capacity building  in 
order to fully implement their roles as controlling bodies.  In addition, seo defences remain 
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an  essentiai  eiement in  the prot~ciion uf iht::.  (.:uusi'ul  "'ui"1~ wh~,,~ 90% ul  ih~ ~uj.Juluiiun liv~. 
However, in the long-term, climate change will  probably induce a rise in the sea level to such 
levels that it will  no  longer be possible to efficiently defend this :zone from the sea. 
Regio!'lal 
Concerning regional politics, the border issues with Suriname and Venezuela still exist, but a 
dialogue process is on-going with both of the neighbouring countries.  President Jogdeo has 
visited  Suriname  and  a  number  of  cotntnittees  have  been  set  up  to  try to  enhance  cd:-
operation  between  the two  countries.  The ties with  Brazil  are becoming  closer  and  a 
number of  co-operation agreements have  been  signed  between Guyana  and  Brazil  ranging 
from police co-operation to agricultural development. 
As  far as  integrotion into the CARTCOM  is  concerned, some  progress has been made in  a 
number of areas, the establishment of the Caribbean Court of Justice being among the most 
recent and of concrete importance to the region. 
4._  Overview of  past and on going co-operation 
The  limited  institutional  an<;!  0bsorptive  capacity  of  the  nationol  administratian··.:hos  ...  ,  . 
.  necessitated the-recruitment0of.ad hoc technical assistance to the NAO O.ffice,.' To dcdhis,  ..  ···/::-•  ,,.,  > 
a  Memorandum  <>f· :UI)derstanding  was  signed. with  the Government,  in  J'iebrua~:y 2002, to  .,,,. 
establish a  NAO Task  Force  <>t  th.,. Ministry of  Finance  to facilitate the programming, 
implementation and  monitoring of EC  financed  projects.  The Task Force i·s  financed .from 
interest. of SASP, IV cotlllterpart funds.  The staff has  participated in courses on  EDf:·•.:  ···• 
procedures and Work. Prpgr;rn:nmes,  <>nd  on, the job training has been <>rr<>nged  through the 
,year  espu,iaUy  i~.  pc'Yment-,procedyres.  · Over:. th-e  period  in  review,  th". Task-Force  ha_s- ... 
increasecl. its·. involvemen_t,;·inothe· areas of,project monitoring and  planning  •-hOWell<;.r,  th"  .·;: 
Task Force still.requires supo:rvision and assistance from the Delegation. 
The qepartu~e in rota,tion-of the technical_ advisor from the Delegation in.June,2QO! w_ithout  •· 
a replacement has caused problems in the follow up of cill  infrastructure programmes.  Also 
the departure of the regional <>dvisor  in  rotation in October 2001  and  his non-repl<>cement; 
the closure of the EC  Office in  Curacao and the downscaling  of the Delegation in  Trinidad 
and Tobago into an  Office; and the transfer of the responsibilities of covering these two 
countries to the Delegation  in  Guyana;  and non-replacement of the advisor post which  was 
transf.,rred from Cur<>cao  to Guyana  has resulted in  important amounts of extra work for 
ev"ry one working <>t the Delegation and the necessity to constantly have negative priorities, 
Delays  in  project implementation have also been created by repeated changes in  AIDCO of 
officials in  charge of specific  projects.  As  a  result,  response times from  AIDCO  hove 
sometimes  extended  over  a  period  of  s"veral  months  and  meanwhile  blocking  the 
implem.,ntation or programming process, 
Albeit  some  delays  in  project  prepar<>tion  <>nd  implementation,  which  cannot  always  be 
imputable to the Guyanes" authorities, EU cooperation with Guyana has been satisfactory. 
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Pasi co~operation of 6tk and/'':: EDF 
The National Indicative Programmes of Guyana have always concentrated on  infrastructure. 
Over 70 '1o  of all  programmable funds  have gone  to infrastructure.  Within  infrastructure 
sea  defences,  water  and  sanitation  and  transport  have  dominated.  If also  housing  is 
included, the part of infrastructure goes up to 79 %.  Starting from the r" EDF budgetary 
support,  first  in  the  form  of  General  Import  Programmes  and  later  os  Structural 
Adjustment Programmes, has become important. 
The NIP under Lome III (6"' EDF) allocated Euro 22.1 million  to Guyana,  90 'Yo  of which  to 
be concentrated on  economic and social  infrastructure.  All  major  projects have come  to 
completion and were closed before the beginning of 1998.  The 6'" EDF  was  closed during 
1999  and  outstanding  funds,  all  resulting  from  savings  after  closure  of  projects, 
transferred to the g+n  EDF. 
The NIP under the Lome IV Protocol (r" EDF) was signed in April  1991 and allocated EURO. 
26 million  to Guyana  in  the form of grantsi 85 %of which to be concentrated on  economic 
and  social  infrastructure.  In  recognition  ·of  the .high  commitment. rate  achieved,  a 
supplement  of  EURO  6 . million  was  later  approved.  Guyana  also  benefited  from  three 
Structural Adjustment Support .Pro.grammei:,  totalling· turo 8.6  million, •of  which  Euro  7"8 :'· 
million funded under·the•Structtiral Adjustment Facility and Euro 0.8 million as  .<In additional  ,  ' 
supplement to theNIP;·.thus bringing the total of the r• EDF NIP to Euro·32.8 million.·•  . 
· At preSent the  7th EDF is 100 '1. committed and 97 '1• disbursed. 
·During  the  r~porting  ..  period·. th.e.  fi.nandal  liabilities  under  the  New  ..  Amsterdam·· and: 
Pouderoyen,  water •Supply  and·  ~ehabilitation projects; the only  r•.  EDF  projects  not yet 
dosed, were resolved, All· payments have either·:been:made or are ·in  the process ·of being·• 
paid.  The inaugurations of these .two "water  prbjects are expected to take .place  in  March 
2003. 
The NAO  Task Force with the Delegation has put in a lot of effort to clear the RAC/RAL 
situation and  by  the end of 2002 requests for:  all  technically  closed  projects hod  either 
been  made or the process of compiling  all  the necessary documents  for· closure was  well 
under way. 
4.1  Focal sectors and  macroeconomic support, 8th EDF 
4 .1.1  Focal sector 1:  Rehabilitation of the social  and  economic  infrastructure 
Within this focal sector three areas have been identified as priority:  rehabilitation 
of Sea defences, water supply and transport, however during programming for the 8th 
EDF  only  sea  defences  was  maintained  as  a  sector of  concentration_  Low-income 
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housing was introduced as a new sector of concentration after the approval of the 2"d 
tranche. 
Sea Defence Programme 
a)  Objectives and Results 
This is the major action to be funded under the B'"  EDF.  It represents over 90/. of 
the first  tranche and  63/. of the totai  NIP  and  reflects the importance  of sea 
defences to Guyana. which constitutes the backbone of the country given its low-lying 
·coastal  plain.  The  project objective  is.  in  the long-term.  the improvement  of the 
security of the coastal ;zone against the dangers of sea incursion and flooding.  This 
programme  encompasses  the  rehabilitation  of  hard  structures  (rehabilitation  of 
approximately 5 km of sea defences), the institutional capacity building of the sector 
and  support  for the implementation  in  a  pilot  area of an  integrated  coastal  zone 
management  programme.  The  latter  component  will  promote  the  awareness  and 
involvement of the population monitoring and  early warning activities.  The Financing 
Agreement was signed in· March 2000 for an amount of Euro 20 mi Ilion. 
In relation to the- national Sector ·jl_olicy ·on  sea defences, progress is being  made  in· 
meeting"the .national needs. However, it should be kept in  mind  that based on trlg96•"' 
97 comprehensive:·survey ·l:ll:t"ried out :by the- Project Exuution Unit out of- the .2b-4 kn:l ·•:· 
of sea defence$, over 20 'Yo  (about 53 km) were urgently or critically in  need -of repair;.; 
The  survey. ·divided  the  state. of .sea  defences  into  critical,  urgent· .and  -other.·-_.: 
,. ''  ..  , 
Emergel\cy  reconstruction·  work,· essentially  donor  financed,  and  a  significantlyc  -.-
·improved'·maintenaniec effort:by the governments since.  the Mrly 90s, has:resulfeddn.•:·: 
lowering : annuat· breaches ·  .tQ- .$ingle  figures.  ·_Although  the  situation- has.  b<ien: ::···  :·:  .-_. 
significantly improved;· the lat¢51' availab-le figures·indit;ate that 22 km  in Regions·2;<l:; 
and 4 are still.in critical state  ... 
b)  Activities 
The tender for the Institutional  Capacity  Building  component of the Sea Defences· 
project has been· received.  The technical  evaluation of the offers has been carried 
out.  The Delegation has followed  closely the independent evaluation of the bids and 
has offered a  'no  objection'  to the Central  Tender Board  in  order to expedite the 
procedure  and  enable  a  smooth  and  rapid  passag.e  to  contract  signature.  It is 
expected that the result of the tender be finalised during the first quarter of 2003. 
Due  to the inter-relation the Capacity  Building  component  and  the Socio-economic 
survey,  the Socio-economic survey has  been  held  back until  the second  quarter of 
2003. It  is intended to recruit the consultants under the framework contract in order 
that a team can be in place early. It  is also important that cross-linkages can be made 
easily with the capacity building team. 
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The Sea Defence Works tender contmues to be probiemaric and  siow  moving  due to 
the nature of the soil and the resulting differences of view  between the Government 
and  the consultants concerning the appropriateness of the design.  Negotiations have 
been ongoing since the last annual review and  it now appears likely that a new contract 
with the Consultant ADK, who prepared the design, will  be ready for signature in  April 
2003. The output from this consultancy will  be a set of tender documents to launch a 
tender competition that will  result in civil works on the Sea Defences. 
c)  Degree of integration of cross cutting themes 
The B'h  EDF project includes institutional capacity building of the sector and support 
for  the  implementation  in  a  pilot  area  of an  integrated  coastal  zone  management 
programme,  which  is  also  important  from  the  point  of  view  of  environmental 
management and  protection.  The project will  also carry out a socio-economic survey, 
which  will  look at socio-economic impact of the rise of sea levels, the study will  also 
take into account gender related issues. 
Low Income housing· 
a)  Objectives and Results 
'' ·,,_.,·.· 
GJ013 
Low-income hol.lSing.-hosbeen•introduced as part of·the first sector of concentrtttion: ,;,.  · ·•·' 
Rehabilitation of. the social  and economic  infrastructure as a  result of the allocatiorr· 
of the second .tranche of  .the Bth  EDF for Guyana.  The objective of the programme cis·  .... 
·to  de,;;rease  the- ·shQrtage. of. housing  ·created by··a  long  ·period  during  which  house 
construetion-wa$ .notAilcilitated ..  The pr_oject  will_  contribute  ·to the affordability •of·  •_,·-;  -::  •' 
housing  lots··-With.  basi.c-dnfrastructure• (roads,  water,. drainage);  improvement -•of·  -- ·"''·"'' 
community fociJities and iMome  generation~ It  will benefit .5,000 low-income families  '"'  •o 
in  need of housing  lots and 1,500 families living  in squatter areas.  The project will be 
implemented  in  t<:tndem  w.ith  Guyana's  Low•Income Settlement Programme .(LIS)  in.:a 
way  that  stresses  complementarity  ond  avoids  overlap.  The  Inter-AmericM. 
Development Bank (IDB)' and the EC are the main International Agencies assisting· the 
Government  of  Guyana  (GOG)  in  achieving  its  housing  objectives.  The  IDB- has 
provided a loan of US$ 27.0 million through the LIS programme. 
b)  Activities 
The financing  proposal  for the Low-Income  Housing  programme was  finally approved 
by the EDF  committee in  October 2002 in the amount of €9.1 million.  It is  intended 
that a signing  ceremony will  take place in  early March. Consultations on the terms of 
reference for the technical assistance have  been ongoing  with  the Government and 
are at an advanced stage. It  is anticipated that the tender for theTA can be launched 
in May 2003. 
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c)  Degree of integration ot cross cutting themes 
This project operates under a  number of areos. 'There is  a  clear link with the PRSP 
process and poverty reduction- namely th'at poor"people, among which the number of 
female  single  headed  households  form  an  important  part,  g.et  improved  access to 
housing and thus reduce other social  problems. Additionally the Central Housing and 
Planning Authority will  benefit in the areas of Institutional Capacity Building  through 
improvements in their administrative capabilities. 
GJ014 
4.1.2  Focal sector 2:  Private sector development 
For the country to increase the nation<ll  production and reduce poverty, it is imperative that 
the private sector continues to develop dynamically.  Therefore, 8-10 i. of the B'h  EDF NIP 
W<IS to be allocated to projects and programmes in favour of the development of the private 
sector.  One project, the Guyana Training Agency has been approved under this focal sector_ 
Under SYSMIN funds a project for the economic advancement of Linden (LEAP)  has been 
approved in the amount of Euro 12.5 million.  (see details under SYSMIN 4.4.3)_ 
Guvana Training Agency · 
a)  Objectives and Results 
The objective of this_ .prQject is  to. contribute. to the strengthening. of the private.  ·- -
.·sector's  cap~city of;.,.pr,odudion;  Which  is  necessary for  employment  creation· and',·'-·  "•-·  ,,, 
poverty reduction_, __ , Tf)e proj:el't. will  ·contribute to the. increased. pr.oduction capacity  ,,.  ·' ··.,:r  •';" · 
,_by. facilitating an impr:ovem<;:nt·in·a.more adequate supply of skilled,.worker,s.  Iri•order  • ,-·  .,_,, 
,to achieve this a Training AgeMy w.ill be created which will  identify  .. training needs and  ·  • 
enable techni,cal/voc0tional training .for companies, faCilitate qualification of trainers, 
design courses on identified needs and improve in-plant training facili-ties_ 
b)  Activities 
The project was  designed following  consultations with both Government and  Private 
Sector representatives.  After a  short pre-feasibility study, an identification study 
was carried out in  October 1998.  Following extensive consult<ltions, a draft Financing 
Proposal  was submitted to the QSG in  January 2000.  The Commission approved the 
project in  May and the Financing Agreement was signed in  July 2000.  The Technical 
Assistance contract was awarded to GTZ in  the end of December 2000, but due to 
the turmoil  created by the pre- and  post-elections period, it was  decided that the 
expert take up his post only in May 2001. 
The  project experienced  delays  in  its  planning,  approval  and  in  its start up  phase. 
Specifically, there were difficulties in  deciding on the building to house the Agency. 
Eventually a solution was found to house the Agency  in the some building as the Psc. 
The  fact  that this  project  is  in  Guyana  the first  project  where  NIP  funds  are 
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channelled through a private Sector entity, the prol;;~Uu!'es are ne;w  to all the partners~ 
Government,  PSC  and  the  Delegation.  As  a  result,  delays  were  experienced  in 
establishing a  smooth modus  operandi  between the different stakeholders.  Also  it 
has been difficult to identify qualified local  staff due to the lock of qualified humon 
resources  in  Guyana  in  general.  The second year Work Programme was  approved  in 
June 2002.  Since January 2002  the project  has  been  fully  operational:  training 
needs assessments in 30 companies have been carried out and 11 short term vocational 
training  courses have been organised.  Due to changes in  the economic environment 
since  the  idenTification  of  the  project,  the  wi!!ingl"!ess  of  compclnies  to  invest  in 
training  has  decreased.  As  a  result,  some  problems  have  been  experienced  in 
attracting  participants to long-term  courses and  in  the enrolment  of companies  to 
become members of GTA and to pay membership fees.  An audit of the first year work 
programme was  carried out  in  December  2002.  Based  on  the results of this audit, 
some adjustments are being made to improve the monitoring and financial management 
of the project.  The mid-term evaluation will  be carried out in  February 2003 and will 
provide more detailed information on the achievements of the project so far. 
·-c}  Degree of integration of ~;ross cutting themes 
The main objective of the project is to contribute to the strengthening of  the private 
sector through capacity building of human xesources especially on  the technical  level' 
in  existing  firms.  Institution building  is,  a  major  co.,ponent of the project:  first 
establishing  the  Guyana  \raining  ~gency with  the  Private Sector  Commission  and 
sec.ondly,  to strengthen the -private•Sector institutionS thro,ugh training programmes._ 
.. ·Spedal, attention i.s, given t~,.ensure.wo!Tle!l's participatiop in the-courses  ..  .  .  .  .  ...  '  .  ...  ··,. 
'  ~  .  ··:-)•  .. 
. ·.•  ,, 
-4,1.3·  Macr~economic S!Jpport  •' .. 
.  ..  i  :,;•  ··-~ 
·Structural Adjustment Support ProgrammeS (SASP) IV and V. both from the B"' EDF 
.  . 
a)  Objective and Results 
The  programme  had  two  components  with  distinct  objectives:  (1)  macroeconomic 
stabilisation, through assistance to the balance of payments by  provision  of foreign 
exchange and  (2)  poverty alleviation, through assistance to the social  sectors with 
counterpart funds (CPF)  generated by the foreign exchange component.  The support 
to  the  Government's  budget  in  the  education,  health  and  housing  sectors  has  as 
priority maintenance, training and supplies.  The foreign exchange component of SASP 
IV (Euro  5.29 million) was totally disbursed before 1g99 and the CPF were exhausted 
by the end of December 2000.  The SASP V (Euro 5.7 million) financing agreement was 
signed in  August 1g99.  A monitoring mission in  2001 concluded that the SASP funds 
hove  contributed  in  creating  higher  standards  and  more  stable  social  services 
especially in education and health. 
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b)  Activities 
The final  payment under SASP V was  made in January 2002, as a result SASP V funds 
have now been fully disbursed. 
In addition, €  6.44 million  was  given  in  2000 as direct debt relief under the HIPC 
initiative.  At  the end  of  2001  the Commission  informed  the Government  that a 
further € 8.44 million would be provided under the enhanced HIPC initiative at a later 
stage, and this was doiie during the course of 2002. 
Several activities have been financed from the interest of SASP IV and V counterpart 
funds:  Support to the organisation of  notional  elections;  Support to the NAO  task 
force; Rehabilitation of Business Incubator of LEAP;  and Rehabilitation of the water 
supply system of Linden.  For details see 4 2) The amount remaining of the interest of 
the counterpart funds from SASP V will  be GYD  31  million after the signature of the 
Linden  water supply rehabilitation project.  It should be noted that apart from the 
World Bank and IMF, the Commission has so far been the only donor providing budget 
support, this: is also likely to remain so. 
4~2  Projects and programmes outside focal s£ctors 
Seve:ral  activities  have  been financed. from  the interest of  SASF'. IV .and  V  counterpart 
>',furi<k- · 
1.  GYD  220 million  (1  MEURO)was allocated in ?001 to sueport the organisatio~  ~{national 
elections of· 2001, sp.;:cifically ,to sLippor-:t the  ,training of po!Ung.staff: Thi~ st~ppert  ~me  to,_ 
an- end during· .200.1.  In additi!>n  to thi_s,  an  am0unt  of € 314,090  Vl(as~ allocatli,<:l  fr~m the 
Human  Rights and Democratisation Budget Line  t~ finance one  lo~g-term observer,  wh~'  ~as 
irttegrated info  1:hi<. Guyana Long  Term  Obs.;:rvati~n Gr~up as the·Depuiy. and 30_shorr~term 
observers.  Both of these amounts were channell~d through UNDP,  Elecfions were held on 
19  March  2001  and  most  international  observers  concluded  that  they  were  fair  and 
transparent. 
2.  30 Million GYD  was allocated for the financing of support to the NAO  task force for a 
period of two years starting from February 2002 onwards.  The national administration has 
limited  institutional and  absorptive capacity and this requires the recruitment of ad  hoc 
technical assistance, in  particular within the NAO  office.  Following the conclusion of the 
technical  assistance  contract  with  a  previous  consultant  at  the  end  of  July  2000, 
recruitment of a two-expert team with secretarial support for these specific functions was 
foreseen.  !n  February  2002  a  Memorandum  of  Understanding  was  signed  with  the 
Government to establish a  NAO  Task Force (NTF) at the Ministry of Finance to facilitate 
the programming, implementation and monitoring of EC financed projects. 
The Task  Force  is  in  place  since February 2002.  Training  in  EDF  procedures and  Work 
Programmes  has  taken  place.  On  the job training  has  been  arranged  by  the Dekgation 
through out 2002, especially on payments, but also on other EDF procedures,  By the end of 
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2002 the NTF was. with close assistance from the Delegation. preparing payment orders for 
non-infrastructure projects for endorsement by the Delegation.  However, further training 
is  still needed for the NTF to be able to process the POs  independently.  As  the sth  EDF 
infrastructure projects start. it is  envisaged  that also  the processing  of payments  for 
these projects be transferred to the NTF.  Concerning the monitoring of on-going projects, 
the NTF has gradually become more and  more  involved.  The NTF  has_  worked closely with 
the Delegation  to  clear the RAC/RAL  situation of Guyana.  This  situation for  Guyana  is 
positive and the process to close the one remaining project is well under way.  The NTF is 
also gradually starting to take over more responsibility in  the preparation of new  projects 
under the 9'" EDF  (organisation of missions).  However, draft TORs ore still prepared first 
by the Delegation.  As the NTF becomes strengthened, it should also take over the initiative 
related to project planning, preparation and implementation - during the period under review 
this process was ongoing. 
3.  15 million  GYD  has been allocated for the rehabilitation of the building identified by the 
Government to be used as the Business Incubator by the LEAP  project (8 ACP  GUA  009). 
This amount and the works ore to be managed the LEAP project management unit in Linden. 
4.  200 million  GYD  is foreseen for the rehabilitation of the water supply system of--Linden. 
It  is  planned to finalise the Memorandum of Understanding by  Mardi 2003'.  The fonds will 
be managed by 'Guyana Water Incorporated GWL 
4.3  :·utiiisation of resources for non-Stote.octors 
Under the a!i'-EDF it was'agretd with· the Go~ernmE:Ilt that 8"10 % Ofith¢: NIP was  tci'  be .  ' 
allocated to, projects and 'progrl:.mmes  in  favour of the development cif'the prlvdfi'. seeM'.  '  .-. 
TheSe  funds  would  be dlitiilnelled  through  noncstate actors, namelf'through 'the Private 
S'ector Commission, an  umbrella organisation representing the private sector.  One project 
h<lS  been approved:  the Guyaria  Training  Agency.  Further details of thi;; ptojed ccin  be 
fotind Under chapter"4.1.2.  A €  3million micro-projects programme is foreseen under the g+h 
EDF  project.  This  project will  be working  directly with  non-state actors.  A  formulation 
mission of the project will be carried out in March 2003. 
4.4  Other instruments 
4.4.1  EIB 
The EIB  indicated on  amount of Euro  10  million  for loan  financing  of investment projects 
from  the yth  EDF.  At the end  of .2001,  o  loon  to the Institute of  Private  Enterprise 
Development  (IPED) for on-lending  to small  businesses (Euro  0.5 million)  was  operational. 
The works at Rose Hall water supply project (Euro 9.2 million) hod been finalised. 
In 2001, a second loan from EIB to the Institute of Private Enterprise Development for on 
lending to small businesses (Euro 0.5 million) was granted from the 8'" EDF.  Also an amount 
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of €20 million  as a  locm  to Guyana  Power  and  Light was approved  in  2001.  However, these 
funds  will  only  be disbursed once GPL  matches the amount from other sources. which  has 
not yet taken place. 
4.4.  2  Regional  co-operation 
Guyana  is  benefiting directly and indirectly from a  number of projects implemented  under 
the framework of "all  ACP"  co-operation and  the Caribbean Regional  Indicative Programme 
(CRIP).  Of particular relevance to Guyana are: 
Under the 7th EDF. 
'?  The  Regional  Airports  Programme.  Phase  I:  The  Provision  of  aeronautical  and 
communication  equipment  for the Cheddi.  Jagan International  Airport.  The solar-
powered  non-directional  beacon  has  been  procured  and  the final  installation arid 
training are underway.  The lightening  protection works  have  been  completed and 
discussions are .on-going to settle the final account with the contractor. EC support 
has  contributed  to both  the Institutional and  the Physical  Capacity  of the Civi.l 
Aviation  Depa~tment in Guyana.  The project has been in support of  the overall  N:i:P 
objecti~;; M  the rh  EDF  for  the transport sector: open  the country for iloi:io-; 
ecorion\k:  de~elopment.  and in particular to fadlitate the movtinent of persons.  · 
'?  The  Regional  Agriculture  and  Fisheries  Progra~ine  (CAFP),  whose  CRIDNEt 
component (Caribbean Rice Industry Development Nttwork}.is managed from  G~anO: 
by the Caribbean Rice 1\ssociation, with CARbr. This latter stcirted its attlvities in 
ea"rly  2000  .. The Coribbean  Agribusiness  Research.· arid Training  Fu~d {CARTf)  was 
. also active iii Guy<irui l:luri.ng tho; 2002_  .  ···  :·  _.,  ·  ·  '•  '  · 
'~ ,.·.  ~  .·,  .'  ·"·  ''  '  '  -~  . ·- .  :  .  .  '  .  .. ,..,,:' 
Under the Bth. EDF; 
Preparations are under way for starting Phase II of the Regional  Airports Programme, which 
would  bring  improvements,  above all,  to air  navigation  in  Guyana  and  Surinome_  A draft 
financing  proposal  is  presently under  consideration with  the Governments  of Guyana  and 
Suriname_ 
The Caribbean Tourism  programme was approved by  the EDF Committee in  November 2002 
and it is expected to be signed in the beginning of 2003. 
Based  on  the  contents  of  the  Joint  Declaration  on  Rice,  attached  to  the  Cotonou 
Agreement, the EC  financed a diagnostic study of the CARIFORUM rice industry in  May to 
July 2001.  Following this, a Feasibility Study of the CARIFORUM rice Industry was carried 
out during  April  -October 2002.  A draft Financing  Proposal for the amount of €24 million 
was also prepared at the same time.  This draft is  currently being revised by CARIFORUM 
to incorporate comments of the Commission.  IT  is expected that this proposal be submitted 
for approval to the EDF Committee in July 2003. 
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The  European  Commission  has  given  approval  for  a  €  70  Million  grant  to  support  rum 
producers in Cariforum Countries. The 4 year project, "Integrated Development Programme 
for the Caribbean Rum  Sector", started in June 2002 and will assist WISRPA (West Indian 
Spirits and  Rum  Producers Association)  members  to able to regain  markets lost  through 
liberalisation and to create new ones. 
Guyana also benefits from Programmes managed-from other Cariforum countries: 
'<:>  Students  from  Guyana  received  scholarships  for  Masters'  Programmes  at  the 
University of the West Indies (UWI) and Dominican Republic Universities under the 
Caribbean University Level Programme (CULP}, 
'?  Guyanese  businesses received grants under  the Caribbean  Export Competitiveness 
Scheme, part of the Trade Programme, based in Barbados, 
'?  Police,  judiciary  and  banking  Officials  received  training  under  the  Anti-Money 
Laundering Programme, based in Trinidad. 
In addition, outside the CRIP; at the very end of 2000 the Caribbean component of the all' 
ACP  HIV/AIDS/STis Programme was  initiated with CARICOM as implementing agency. This 
Programme was  desigt'led to help  build the capacity of regional  institutions to  combatc the· 
epidemic.·. Guyana Js benefiting directly from several components of this  .. programme; 
4.4.3  .SYSMIN 
. • Linden Econo,;,ieAdvancement Programme's <LEAP)  funded from .sYs)AIN  fun~~· obje2tiv~  •. 
is  to assist. the GoVernment  ~f !'u~ana, the Linden  commUnity  and  Region  10  to  cre<lte 
conditions  Jikeiy: +a  attract  riew  'businesse~. as  ~n alternative  to the declining. bauxite' · 
industry  in  -orde~ to  in~rease emp.loyment.  Priority shall  be given  to- sustainable  labour 
_intensive economic:  a~tivifies; creating jobs and  th~s combat  poverty,· The improyement of 
the living conditiOns in Linden arid Region 10 should also contribute in addressing the: politicctl 
divisions the country is faCing since the December 1997 general electibns. 
Following the identification mission fielded  in Septemberl999 the draft-financing proposal 
was  submitted to the EDF  Committee for approval  in  September 2000.  The technical 
assistance component  was  tendered during  2001  and  in  December 2001  the contract was 
awarded to a consortium lead by TRANSTEC.  The team leader took up  his duties in  January 
2002.  However, he resigned in  August 2002 and was replaced by his deputy.  By  November 
it had become clear that the deputy did not wish  to continue in  this post and resigned_  A 
replacement  process  was  launched  by  the consulting  company.  The  new  team  leader  is 
expected to take up  her position in  March 2003, meanwhile the previous team leader agreed 
to stay until January 2003. 
Despite these problems in the project leadership, the project has advanced;  the local  team 
is  in  place and work has been carried out to assess the needs and opportunities of business 
development in the Region.  Seminars and workshops have been organised, business advice ·is 
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being  provided  to  existing  n~rl potential  entrepreneurs  and  the assessment  of  capacity 
building  needs and options for the infrastructure component are being studied.  However, 
important delays have been experienced in two components: Incubator and Leaf Credit Fund. 
The building originally identified by the Government  forth~'< incubator, was  redirected for 
other activities.  At the end of 2002 the Government identified another building, a school, 
which  will  become available in  late March 2003, after which  refurbishment works will  have 
to be carried out.  These works  will  be financed  by the EC  from SASP IV interests. (see 
4.2.).  Concerning  the  LEAf  credit  fund,  a  mission  to  elaborate the  details  of  this 
component  was  carried  out  in  March  2002.  Since  then  the  dossier  has  been  at the 
Headquarters waiting for clarifications on  the tendering process to be followed  for th" 
contracting of the financing institution, which would  manage this component.  At the end of 
the  year  the  headquarters  S~'<rvices  were studying  the  possibility  to  authorise  direct 
negotiations  between the NAO  and  a  number  of financing  institutions, since only  a  small 
numb~'<r of institutions capable of managing a microcredit facility exist in Guyana and there 
is a great risk that a tender would not be successful. 
4.4.4  Community  Budget  lines 
The  Iwokrama  Rain  Forl'<St  .. Proiect,  co-financed  from  the. Budgetcline  for  support  of 
Tropical  Forests in. the amount  <)f  €1-46 million,  after a slow start, is  advancing well, but 
slowly (other ;.,ajar J~.nors, are Canada, UNDP and UK).  This was confirmed,by (l!l\'valuiltion'. 
made by DFrb· and another evaluation by iJNDP. Also the EC monitoring miss.ion o(May 200Z 
concluded that so far the mqin  benefits of the projects have gone to th!'.local Amerindian.· 
peopie.'who  have  gained  e"'ployment  through  this  project  and  are.'.expectant.of  futur~'<· 
..  benefits as the foreSt Is exploft"d mote through the use of its prod,ucts:~nd eco•tourisrn. 
Alsq  unfortseen iinpactS'ilre .emerging:  the University of Guyctna,  is,.~(lihil1g  fn  .. reputatio.rt,, · 
'through the resea~ch (i~kedt~ the proj~ct but takingpldce afthe  Uiii~!'rsjt)i.  The proj!'c;t  .  · 
is  drafting  intellectual  property  legislation  for  the  exploitati,on ol. thf'  forest  .. ,wh.en. 
approved  by  the Government,  this  wili  be  a  large  step forward  in  the development  of· 
intellectual Pf'operty I<Iw  in Guyana.  . . 
However,  despite these succe5ses the project  is  facing  financing· problems.  Most donor 
funding  will  end  in  l'«lrly  2003,  including  EC  funding.  In May  2002 a  donor. meeting  w<IS 
organised in  London  by  the Centre to  present "  draft work  plan for the period  of 2002-
2007 and to seek information on possible donor support.  No  firm· commitments were made. 
If  no  funds are found urgently, the Centre facd severe cuts in staff and activities starting 
in the first quarter of 2003. 
Approved  in  1999,  AIFO, <In  Italian NGO,  received funds (€ 435 528) through the NGO 
budgd line to assist handicapped  persons  in  the integration to society.  The project will 
provide support to community-based groups and will establish a vocational training centre to 
provide training for handicapped  persons.  Overall  the project has been implemented with 
success;  vocational  training  courses  are  on-going  and  the  community-based  groups  are 
functioning well.  The handing over of the project to the Government was done at the end of 
2002 when  the EC  funding  ended.  The project has  played  a  key  role  in  promoting  the 
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status of handicapped persons in  Guyana and the costs of the Centre have been integrated 
into the Government budget. 
!:i.  Programming perspectives for the following years 
The CSS was approved by the EDF Committee in September 2002.  The indicative amounts 
allocated· are:  A-allocation  €34.0  million  and  B-allocation  €  14.0  million.  The  B-envelope 
includes  €4.9  million  from  the  B'"  EDF  Sysmin  resources  and  these  funds  can  be 
programmed  for  with  the A-envelope.  As  a  result  the amount  of  38.9  million  can  be 
programmed immediately.  The CSS identifies two focol·sectors: 
1.  Infrastructure:  sea defences and coastal management €19 million 
2.  Macro economic support for social sectors (health and housing) €14.9 
Also an indicative amount of €5.0 million has been reserved for the following  purposes: 
development of a comprehensive Transport Sector Strategy €1.0 million 
support to the NAO €1.0 million 
Micro-project Progran~me  €3.0 milliOI\ 
Iii· O~tober 2002,'"th!i- Government applied for GuVana to be considered. fi>r"tunds  ilnd~r the'  ·'  •:  ·  .. · 
FLEX  pr-ovisiohs  fr~ll"l the B-en\ielope.  In January 2003, the EC  concluded- that the alriount. 
of -€8.4  milhon  from  the B-ei\velope  will  be  released  and  that  this  amount  should be 
disbursed os"prirt-dfthe BLdgetory·Support Programme foreseen under the 9oth  EDF.  This 
,_.jill tlring'The fotcil for Budgetary Support to €23.3 million.  .·.  .·.  ·  , "  . ·  ..  ' 
•  <  '  •  •  '··~ .:  •  •  • 
Prepofatiori  ~fl'erms of  ~~'ferericesfi>r the feasibility ~tudies and  proJedfor~GI~tion, to.· . 
be finMc~d fi''oll"l  the s'h ED'F,  for the 9'""EDFSdt Defences) micro-proje~ts'p/,o9ramme,  ·  ,..-
b~dget support; and transport sector study are on-going.  Concerning support to th~. NAO' 
the preparations for this'"projeci- will start in  March.  The mission to formulate the Micro~ 
projects  programme  is  foreseen  for March  and  it  is  anticipated  that a  draft.  Financing 
Proposal  be s~bmitted·  to Headquarters in  June 2003. The contract to carry out .this study 
was  signed  in  December  2002.  The  feasibility  study to  prepare.' the  Budget  Support 
programme for social sectors was foreseen for March 2003, but due to delays in  having the 
DAG  approved  it is  more  likely  that the first mission  takes place  in  May  2003 and  the 
second  mission  sometime after that, possibly  in  July.  It is  still  hoped  that the draft 
financing  proposal  could  be  submitted to the Headquarters  in  September 2003.  It is 
planned that the formulation mission for Support to the NAO  take place in  May  and that 
the draft Financing Proposal can be submitted to the Headquarters in  July.  Concerning the 
Transport sector study, a workshop with the stakeholders is planned for May to prepare the 
Terms of Reference for the Study.  It is  anticipated that a  draft Project proposal  be 
submitted to  Headquarters in  July.  The .Sea and  River  Defence Division  of the Guyana 
Government  has  prepared draft Terms of Reference for a  pre-feasibility study to assess 
the options of the 9'" EDF Sea Defence progrnmme.  This pre-feasibility study is  expected 
to take place in June 2003. 
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Work on  the cleoring of RAC/RAL  will  continue. It  is  planned that the transition phase of 
the Guyana Training Agency (BACP  GUA 008) to phase out EC  support be finance from the 
de-committed 6-8 EDF funds, and that the remainder be allocated during the Annual  Review 
meeting to one of the following:  water sector, budget support, micro projects programme. 
The total amount  of de-committed funds stands ot about €2.0 million.  A feasibility and 
project formulation  mission to prepare a draft-financing proposal for the transition phase 
of GTA should take place in September 2003. 
Concerning  sea defences financed  from  the 8*'  EDF,  it is  anticipated that the Capacity 
building  component  contract be awarded  in  April  2003 and  that the team  be  in  place by 
June.  The  Socio-economic survey could  then be tendered  in  May  and  launched  in  July. 
Concerning the final  design, it is  expected that the consultants carry out their mission  in 
April and finalise the final design of the works by September 2003. 
The  other  major  project to  be financed  under  the S'h  EDF  •  Low  income  housing"  was 
approved  in  October 2002.  It  is planned that the Financing  Agreement be signed in  March 
2003.  The Terms of Reference for the Technical Assistance are under preparation and it is 
expected that the tender for the TA can be launched in May 2003. 
.  ' 
The Guyana  Training  Agency  has.:. reached full  cruising  speed.  A mid-term•reVi-e\v  will  be • 
carried out i~ .Febr~ary  200~--- B_as"'d on the findings of this evaluation, readjustmel")t w;IL  be~·.,,'':·, 
made where.necessary  a,nd-;_p~eparation for~ project formulation  mission  for .a· transif-ion .--._:-,. 
phase will be launched.  ;tt is_ planned to organise this mission in September 2003. 
A new team leode~ of theTA team'-far the Linden Economic Advancement (LEAP)  is: to trike·-
up  her duties  in hiid-Morch.  A.ba'tkstoppirtg  mission  from  Transtec  will  be  requir~d :to• 
.,nsure ,smooth :ftansi,ti,on. and.  that the project  can .pick-up  speed .in  its. implemei1tc:i.t:ibtrc  ,. 
Rehabilitation works:ot, the Inoubiitor a~e to be carried out during the second ·quar-fer'pf 
2003.  Concerning the_credit ccii!lporient LEAF, it is antiCipated that with guidance from. tne _  . 
Headquarters t.he:id.,;,tification of the financing  institution to manage this  col)1po~ent can 
be started in the SE;<;ond quarter _and thllt a contract can be reach by mid-2003. 
Concerning the coherence and consistency of the EC  response strategy vis-a-vis Guyana, the 
strategy agreed in  the present CSS still remains valid.  Concerrling fisheries, an  inspect-ion 
mission to Guyana  by the European Commission Health and Consumer Protection Directorate 
General was carried out during the period 27 January to 3 February 2003 in order to assess 
if  Guyana  will  be  authorised  to start exporting  fish  to  Europe.  The  assessment  was 
relatively positive and it is possible that Guyana  be cleared to start exporting fish to the 
European  Union  by  the end  of  2003.  As  far as  trade is  concerned, the Government  is 
preparing  itself  for  the  EPA  negotiations  and  has  requested  funds  from  the  Capacity 
Building  in  Support  of  EPA  -programme,  based at the ACP  secretariat, to support this 
process.  In order to adjust to the changes  in  trade agreements  by  2009,  specifically 
concerning  preferential treatment, a  regional  programme is  under preparation to facilitate 
Caribbean rice producers in this process. 
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6.  2003 Annual  Operational review 
6.1  Th£ sp£eding up  of the us£ of old  EDF  resources 
Concerning 6'h and rh EDF, all  project activities under these NIPs have come to an  end and 
most  projects hove  also  been  closed.  For the one  remaining  project to be closed  the 
process is  weil  under way.  The NAO is gathering the necessary documents needed to close 
it.  As  a  result  of the closures.  the amount  of about €2.0 million  will  be available  for 
recotntnittnent.  .It  is  foreseen  thaT  most  of this omount  be  used  to finance the transition 
phose of the Guyana Training Agency project (8ACP  GUA  008).  Any funds not needed for 
this could be then allocated to the water sector/budget support/micro projects programme. 
A feasibility and project formulation mission to prepare a draft Financing proposal for the 
transition phase of GTA should take place in September 2003. 
By the end of 2002 all  Financing Agreements foreseen under the 8'h EDF had been approved 
by the EDF  Committee.  The Guyana Training Agency Project (GTA) and Linden  Economic 
Advancement Programme (LEAP) are both on-going.  GTA  is disbursing as planned and the 
first phase is  due to end  in  late 2004.  LEAP  is  a seven-year programme, which started in 
January 2002.  The programme .is  a  complex  approach  to private sector  devel~pment in 
Region 10 of Guyana .. To get the.severtdiffe,erit comportents of the programme in  .. place has 
been o tedious effor:t, .bu:t;. on .th'!"scale .of  a seven"year programme .the project  .  .is,.stiH_.,on  '··' 
schedule,  The .  First" war~ programme  has  been approved  and.  the seco"d one .is urlcJer 
preparation.  Hqwever; Jhe credit component ,has  not yet been. launched due to .deh>ys:.in 
receiving  instruc,tions. and .,darificatio[IS . from  the  Headquarters. on  the. tendo;:ring  ·.and· 
contracting pr~~edures  .• ,to  .• be.followed  ..  -It see!lls now  that-the NA.O  will  be authoris,ed .tq  . ,. 
enter  int.o  direct n'!"gotJatjons  with a  limited rumber of .financing  institutions in  otd.ir  .~tq, .:::, 
~tablis~.on  agreernent;pl):f~.management  <>f.this.c:cedit co!llpon.ent of €L9 million.  ;l3y. the: ;  ,,, •.. 
end of.ZQ03 also this component should l:>e:Linder implementation  ·  ·  . >i .·· 
Concerning the L;)N-in~ome.Jj~~si~g proJect (8  ACP  GUA  15), this project waS submitted to. 
Headquarters for approval-in f'!'l:>ruary  ZOO!,  but was only approved by the EDF Committee 
in  October 2002.  It is expected that the tender for TA  component can be launched in  Ju~e 
2003.  After the tender disbursements will follow. 
As  for the Sea Defence Programme (8  ACP  GUA  5), it is  expected that disbursements on 
the Capacity Building will start in  June 2003.  The socio-economic survey to be carried out 
under this project will  be tendered in  Mrry  and  the survey started in  July, so that first 
disbursements will  be done in  2003.  Concerning the works themselves, it is anticipated that 
the final  design be ready in  September 2003, after which a tender would  be organised to 
carry out the works.  Disbursement on this component will start in 2004. 
6.2  Setting indicators and targets for measuring results in  focal sectors 
The feasibility studies for the 9th  EDF projects are presently being prepared for both the 
sectors of concentration.  The pre-feasibility study for the Sea Defences is foreseen to 
take place  in  June 2003 and the pre-feasibility study for the Budget Support programme 
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for social  sectors in May.  During both of i h~!ie missions a set of S}J.,.4,RT indicators wi!!  be 
developed.  The development policy conditionalities will  be elaborated and further specified 
on the basis of the studies. 
Concerning  the  budgetary  support  to  social  sectors  (health  and  housing),  the  recently 
approved  EC  Guidelines for budgetary support will  be used as the basis for choosing the 
relevant  indicators.  The recently approved  National  Health  Strategy,  prepared  by  the 
Government during  2002, will  be used as .a  basis to identify which  indicators are the best 
suited  for  the  moniTor~ing and  analysis  cf the  impact  af the  EC  support  for  the health 
sector.  As  far as housing  is  concerned, the consultants will  use the "white paper" prepared 
by the Government in  2002 to identify relevant indicators for monitoring.  As  a result of 
the elaboration study for the gth EDF  Budget Support programme due in  July, the targets 
and indicators for both health and housing will  be established with the assistance from the 
consultants between the NAO nnd the EC by the end of September 2003. 
For the Sea Defences the Capacity  Building  component  (8'h  EDF)  will  be in  place nnd.  on-
going  by  mid-2003.  Relevant measurable indicators for the_:sector will  be identified by the 
Capacity building team and agreed upon before the end of 2003.In geAeral, input, output C]nd 
o~tcome indicators will  centre around the improvement of .the securi.ty of .the coastal zo.ne 
against the dangers,of sea  incursio~ and  flooding,  the r:,ehabilitati~n of  hard structllres 
(rehabi.litation  of  qpproXh:nately  5.  kttt  of sea  defences),  and the:  .. institutional  capacjty ,: 
building of the sector to improve: maintenance.  ·  ,  ,  ..  ' 
'  ' 
In the end of 2002, und.er.•:the World .Bank support for the monitpring of the PRSP  process,:'·  ,, 
· 'a·.monitoring .unit  wa~·  .. estabU.sheg at th~ Office of the ~resident.  Tbis.  ~nit is t,o  furthe.r  ,  .·,, '"······ .. ,, 
· '  'develop  the indicators ide,ntj.f>i,a· in .the PRSP  document and to p~t)p plac.e  mec~anisms. pr .. 
· ' .. r.einfor!Oe  exi$ting on¢4 to ~syrf::·,the effectiv10  monitori.ng  ofth..S~,.,i,ndia;tors  ..  pnce,th}f, 
..  :  uhit  is ·fully operationaL it wi.ll fndlitate the: ii!entificlltion and. monitoring  of thoc  specific 
indicators EC  needs for the·follow up of its projects.  By the time the mission to'carry out 
the pre-feasibility study for  .. the .Budgetary Support will  take. place, ,the unit should have. 
advanced in  its work of !:pedfying ind!,;,tors for the different sectors of the PRSP.  All .EC 
sectors of concentration are'<llso those of the PRSP_ 
6.3  Dialogue  in  country with the NAO  and  non-state octors 
During  2002 dialogue  on  the policy  level  between the Government and  the Delegation was 
open.  Unfortunately at times it has been difficult to organise meetings with the NAO  or 
DNAOs  on  a  timely.  basis,  often due to  numerous  missions  of the relevant  Government 
officials. Already during  the review of 2001 the need to strengthen the dialogue between 
the two  parties  was  identified as an  important  issue and  the idea  of establishing  two-
monthly  meetings  on  a  high  level  between  the  two  parties  was  brought  forward  for 
consideration.  However, this recommendation has not been implemented. 
On the level of project implementation regular, almost daily open and constructive contacts 
take place with the NAO  Task Force and the EC  Delegation.  Contacts with  line  ministries 
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implementing  projects are also regular and  frank.  Access to technical  level  officials is  in 
general easy. 
Representatives of the civil  society are regularly invited to participate in  meetings, which 
centre on  specific issues as for exampl!'  in  discussions concerning the preparation of the 
CSS and as is foreseen to be done during the formulation of the Micro projects Programme: 
it is  envisaged that two general seminars open to all  interested civil society representatives 
be organised and that a joint working group to guide the consultants be established during 
their mission. 
The relatively negative political, economic and social trends during 2002 has made access of 
donors to policy  decision makers much  more difficult than in  the earlier years.  The high 
level  coordination between the Government and donors has suffered from this.  However, 
coordination among donors is good . 
.r, .. 
,.  -~,,  ..  ' -
- 1·,  ...  : . 
I·•  . 
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7.  Conclusions 
The political  situation  in  the Guyana  remained· tense through  out  2002 and  even  though 
sugar did relatively well. the economic situation did not improve during  the year.  Both  of 
these aspects impacted on the social  situation which  remains fragile.  The PRSP  document 
was approved by the World Bank and IMF boards in September 2002.  This document forms 
the basis for Government efforts related to poverty reduction.  At present Guyana  ranks 
103  in the UNDP 2002 Human  Development Index and 35 'Yo of the populntion are classed as 
poor and  197o as iiving under conditions of ~Treme  poverty. 
Under the B" EDF,  the implementation of the sea defences project is  taking  longer than 
anticipated  due  to  design  problems.  The  institutional  strengthening  pnrt  is  progressing 
satisfactorily although at a slow  pace. The low-income housing progrnm was finally approved 
in Odob"r 2002. Although Guyana T  roining Agency is  progressing satisfactorily, the Linden 
Economic  Advancement  Programme  has  experienced  various  problems,  which  are  being 
addressed.  In  February  2002,  funds  from  the  SASP  IV  counterpart  interests  were 
allocated to finance the creation of a Task force to assist the NAO  in  program monitor-ing 
and  coordination.  An  important  effort ·has  been  made  to  reduce  to-··a  minimum  the 
uncommitted balances and speed up disbursements. 
· Cont'erriing  the  gth  EDF  programming._- preparation. of· the feasibility- studfes and  project 
_formu.lation, to be financed from the Bt" EDF, for the 9thEDF Sea Defences, micro-projects 
programme, budget support, .and transport sector study are on-going:.  the elaboration study 
· for the Support to the NAO  will  take ploce  in  Moyc.rune.  •·  The mission  to formulate the 
· - ·Micro"projects programme took place ih March;  The r"' missfon ofthe'feasibility. study to 
prepare the 'Budget Support programme  fo~: .soda! sectors took plate in  May'2003 i.nd the 
-- ·  second  mission-Is  due  in  .June-July./  Concen\ing  the Transport sector stud)'i.a' missi9n 
ind~ding ci  workshop ·with  the stakeholders· is .planned for .  .Jtme to cprepare the<teMns of 
Reference for the Study.  The pre-feasibility study to assess the options of _the  9'"  EDF 
Sea Defence programme is expected to take place in June 2003. 
As far as the identification of indicators i·s  concerned, a monitoring unit was established in 
the end of 2002 under the World Bank support for the monitoring of the PRSP  process at 
the Office of the President.  This unit is to further develop the indicators identified in the 
PRSP  document and to put in  place mechanisms to ensure the effective monitoring of these 
indicators.  This will  facilitate the identification and monitoring of the specific indicators 
EC  needs for the follow up of its projects. By the end of May the Unit intends to present a 
detailed workplan for the development of indicators Included  in the PRSP document.  These 
indicators should  be fully  detailed  before the end of 2003.  Indicators relating to the 
interventions  under  the  Budget  Support Programme  will  be finalised  by  the consultants 
carrying  out  the  elaboration  study  and  agreed  upon  between  the  Commission  and  the 
Government by the end of September 2003.  The quality and scope of the indicators  should 
closely  follow  the Commission  guidelines.  For  the  Sea  Defences,  the Capacity  Building 
component and  the socio-economic study (8th  EDF)  will  be in  place and  on-going  by  mid-
2003.  The Draft Financing  Proposal for the 9'" EDF  Sea Defences Programme should also 
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·,.··  ,: 
be completed by tnid-2004.  Relevant measurobie md1cators for the sector wiH  be iU~rliified 
by the Capacity building team and agreed upon before the end of 2003. 
The Joint Review  meeting took place on  the 16'" of June 2003.  The meeting first analysed 
the status of the implementation of the recommendations made during the previous review" 
which took place in  July 2002.  The table below indicates the recommendations. the status 
of their implementation and further recommendations where necessary: 
Recommendations made in  zoo1  Review  Status of implementation of 
recommendations 
Focal Sector 1:  Rehabilitation of social  and  economic  infrastructure 
Infrastructure 
l.  Acceleration  of  evaluoticn  system. 
The  Delegation  'no  objection"  can  be 
presented to the CTB  with  the evaluation 
report. 
.  .. 
2.  Re.'>uscifation  cif  Monthly  technical 
meetings.  The NAO  taskforce should. be a 
pl:irfy.'to  these ti.eetings. A list of contc:ict 
.perlions•sho~ld be-maintained. 
Improvements have been made - mast 
notably the 'no objection' procedure. 
Further improvements can be mode-
perhaps in line with the new Procurement 
Aqency requlations  . 
Meetings are now held at least every two 
months and often more· frequently. The 
plohning· is •done on·an.adchoi basis, 
Meetings. with the Minister of.Public 
Works take place' in conj·unction  .. with the 
.  · .  .  -.  ·thematic:  working· group on IhfrilstrtJcture. 
·•  /3. • An  "inditative  tiriltotable  of  actions ·along · ·'The PRSP  coordination~  ·monitoring and  •. 
· 'i  · ·  wi:th  allocation .of respbnsibilities should be  !evaluation unit is ,ill,.plau and perfohtiing·. 
: ·••  'agreed in  o.rdl!r' that parties can  tnohltor  this task since end 2002·.(F'R$P,po[iocy:.  · . •' 
progress.  '.,  ..  • ...  ..  issdo:s)c  The NAOTask.Force is in'.phice"· 
.. 
4.  · Under the Euro 80000 procedure an expert 
should be retained to reinforce the coastal · 
zone management strategy as it relates to 
the gth EDF sea defence project. 
5.  The financing  proposal for the gth  EDF sea 
defence programme  should  be in  place by 
mid-2003. 
6.  The  Work  Services  Group  should  be 
involved  in  the  programme  referred  to 
above. 
7.  The  transport  sector  study  terms  of 
reference should  be prepared by  the end 
of October. The Suriname model  should be 
shared  with  the  Ministry  in  this 
preparation.  The  Infrastructure  theme 
qroup should also be used as a resource. 
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and is carrying out day-to~day follow-up of 
.  •projects.  ·  · 
No longer required.· 
Reservation of funds made to enable an 
BOKprocedure. Consultant to visit Guyana 
in June 2003.  · 
The Government has decided moving the 
Sea Defence Division into the WSG during 
the 9'" EDF. 
ToR to be developed at a stakeholder 
workshop. Reservation of funds made to 
enable this to take place in Moy 2003. 
l?'AGE Nc 27 J 21 
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8.  This transport pian  should be shared with 
1  Cluse coordination already in p!ac.e t.'Jith  I 
other donors in order to avoid overlapping.  IDB. 
9.  Legislative plan to be considered when  Coordination with PRSCME unit and dose 
identifying priority projects and to be  relationship with Ministry of Public Works 
consistent with PRSP and NDS.  already a reality. 
Housing and Water 
. 
1.  The TA  tender for the low-income  housing  FA signed in March 2003. ToR being 
project shouid  be prepared  by  the er,d  of  .t:; ...... t: .....  ...l 
IIIIUII.:><Lrw.  fl.fter tendering far theTA, 
November  - with  a  view  to  arranging  an  the project is expected to commence in 
appraisal mission before the end 2003.  October 2003. 
2.  The  Government  expressed  a  desire that  GYD  200 mi Ilion has been committed to 
Water related projects should be retained  the water sector for the Linden Water 
for  consideration  under  the  gth  EDF  - Supply rehabilitation project from SASP 
although  they  are  riot  present  in  the  IV counterpart fund interests.  Further 
current CSS. The EC  wished to make clear  consideration may be given at a later· 
that this would be subject to performance  stage. In addition the Delegation proposed 
-for example. the mid-term rev.iew.  to include Guyana in the EU  Water 
..  Initiative  .  " 
Focal· Sector 2 - Private sector development and  macroec.ononiic ·suppo.,t._: ,,.  '  . .  ::_·  '  ·< .  ,.,  · ..  "  :  '·y··:  .  ·..>.·  .  ..  ·, . 
1.  The: ·synergl·.-s•· between  LEAP  and  GTA  Projects are inrigular .;ontact, a~d,:  ' 
should be fl!Hy e:xplo•'ted.  exploring,;possibi lities of. ~ot;~perotjon 
2,  The GoVtrnmiol\t:recommended the revival  li  person has been· identified by.;h~:, · 
'Of 'the Bu$\he'ss Forum a~d the.Presi  dent's  President to revi e.;,  the~t·+wo·fora. ,,  ·  :,,, 
..  ·.: 
; .. ',.  .•' .. 
'  · BJsihess· suliimit,  ",.,:  ..  _,·;: •..•.  :.  ' ':' "'  '.:''  •;'!:."·•  ..  ,  ',,  .  I, 
3,  Tl'ie-Gi'>verrmient r'equested that their role  .Thishl1Scbeen:·recognise<;\;··.  ' 
''<,'~' :··  ..  in.'GTA sifuuld be fullt~~eognised.  . ·:  . .-:·'  ..  ..,.  '.  '  ...  -,·  ,: .  ,;·>  '\·'·'' 
4.  The  Private  Sector  eXpressed  specific  Not feasible under th'e pr_dent NIP. 
.. 
a 
desire  for  training· in :r,.spect  of  equity 
financinq.  ·.  .  ' 
5.  Concerning  macro-economic  support short-·  Pr.,-feaSibility  study  to  determine  ..  thi.s 
term  Consultancy  shouid  be  mounted  to  due  may  2003, second  tnission  due  June 
determine  whether  the  support  to  be  2003. 
targeted on non-targeted. 
Regional  Co-operation 
1.  The  EC  made  a  specific  recommendation  First  contacts  hove  been  taken  between 
that the NAO's from Suriname and Guyana.  the  NAOs,  but  no  formal  meeting  has 
should endeavour to meet twice  _year!Y,  been arranqed yet. 
2.  As  a  part  of  the  Cariforum  radar  Financing proposal to be submitted to EDF 
installation  programme,  to  speed  up  the  by mid-2003 
installation phase of the project. 
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Operational recommendations 
1.  The NTF and the Delegation will  determine  Done  in  connection  to  the  RAC/RAL 
availability of funds under the 6, 7, 8 EDF.  closure exercise 
2.  The preparation in  of the 9'"  EDF projects  Transport Sector:  Mission due June 
to  be  started  immediately.  Terms  of  Sea  Defences:  Pre-feasibility  study  to 
reference  should  be  prepared  for  the  take place in June 
Transport  Sector  study.  The  feasibility  Budget Support:  1" mission  took place  in 
studies  and  project  formulation  missions  May,  2'~ due in June 
for  the  Sea  Defence  project,  the  Micro  projects:  Formulation  study took 
budgetary support  for the social  sectors  place in March 
and  the  micro-projects  should  be  Support to NAO:  Formulation mission  to 
undertaken as a  matter of urgency with a  take place May/June. 
view to programminq 9'" EDF. 
3.  The  need  for  strengthening  the  NAO  Task  force  accommodated.  Further 
taskforce  was  identified. It was  agreed  capadty  building  of  the  Taskforce 
·that the NAO taskfoFce should· be properly  needed.  '·· 
accommodated by the·end of September. 
· In iidditiOt\, the following recommelldations were made jointly for the NAG  Taskforce Md•.• 
·.the  D,;l~ation.concerning :·the  .. progralliming  and  implemen'l:ation  of dl.fferent sectors of\ 
· ·'·•·corlGclitl"ation and:projects:·  ''·  ':I'  · "·"' 
: '·foeal Sector'·l:'Rek<lbllitcition of  social and economic infrastructure'·: 
'  >.  '~  .• 
· "  ·1.  Low-incolfie::HousingPr'oject (B'" :EtJF): 'It is necessa"'Y  to:firialisetl'le:Terms·q:f)i~Me~en<;:e;. · 
·  ·.·  ' ••.' . for the.·'M ·as soon ·as possible •ifi.order to be able  ·to lnanch·the·tertder in :May:·Z003:and: 
cotrimi':Mt>+he  project i.n'November 2003.  · It i$  also  nece:ssa"'Y ·that the::90verntllet:1t, 
appro.ve  the. W.hite  paper. ori. housing  as soon  as  possible  and  .. that  it contains  ¢1ecir 
guide!in~ for  i.ts  impletllentation.  Also,  it  is  important that. the .ctr'eas }Pr housing 
..  · s.ettlements be agreed between the Delegation and the Government as.soon a$ possible  .. 
2.Sea Detentes CS'"  EDf):  The NAO  should  ensure that the  co~tract for the Capacity 
building component be awarded in April and the team will start work in  June. The tender 
for  the  Socio-economic  survey  should  be  launched  under  the  "framework  contract 
procedure"  in  June and the Survey should start in  September.  Concerning  the final 
design. the consultants are expected to carry out their mission  in  July.  It  is essential 
that the Government ensure smooth working of this mission  and  full  cooperation of all 
stakeholders so that the final design is established by the end of 2003.  Preparations to 
launch  the tender for works  should  start immediately after the design  is  approved. 
Closer attention is  to be paid to the impact of the Sea Defences project on  poverty 
reduction and  more data on  this aspect shall be provided  in  the mid-term review  of 
2004. 
3.Sea Defences (9th  EDF):  The Terms of Reference for the pre-feasibility study were 
finalised  and  the study  will  take  place  in  June  2003.  Full  co-operation  of  all 
stakeholders is es·sential to ensure that the preparation of the final  project document 
stays on schedule, finalisation foreseen by mid-2004. 
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4.Transport  Sector  Study  (9th  EDF):  Using  the  80  000-precedure  a  workshop  with 
stakeholders including representatives of other ministries should take place in  June to 
prepare the Terms of Reference for the study.  The draft Project proposal should be 
ready for submission to Headquarters in  August. 
5.Linden  Water Supply  (SASP IV CPF  interest):  The Memorandum  of Understnnding was 
signed  in  March and  works start soon after.  However,  on  agreement has to be found 
between  the  Delegation  and  the  Government  on  the  source  of  funding  to  ensure 
adequate power supply to the project and a rider  to the MoU  needs to be prepared to 
reflect these developments. 
Focal Sector 2 - Private sector develooment and macroeconomic support 
1.  LEAP  (8  EDF):  The Government should ensure thnt the  building foreseen for the incubator is 
vacated by the end of March 2063.  Concerning  LEAF, once clearance has been received on the 
procedure to be followed for the contracting from·  Headquarters, the NAO and the Delegation 
should put in  every effort to ensure that the contracting is done without any further delay and 
_ that this component be operational.-before the end  of the year 2003.  There should be close 
follow-up to ensure that the new  teatr~leoder will get all the components of the project running 
smoothly by the end of the year. · Close contact with  the Advisory  .. group  is to be continued. 
Also the project, shm.ild  !"n<!~vour, to .establish closer working rdationships wit:h theNAO; the.•  ''t' •  · 
locq_l  ond~egionala~thodties~  ••  ,_,,  ..  . .. ,_....  :·:  ·''· 
2.  GTA' (B  .EDf):  ,",A  mid~t~rm  ev.'!t~ation  took  place  in  February.  It  is  important that oil 
_  sta,keholders. conSider _the·  re~ommendations and  act  upon  them  where•. heceS$ary:  tht 
. pr.e.pr,\atiq.n  of ,tf1e  transition _phqsl'  to  phose  out  donor  fu.ndingi~l)pJ.Jid:.stdrt ·after''the ,.,  •, 
firiafisation_ of  the  .  .,valuot-io;i, so  •  .'t,hcit a for11Julation mission could take•pi«C¢ ih :Sepfembe~:'••Tiue ·, 
, 1" y_egr  V,V~rk  pr0£1~P11Jtn(:: f!pc;iit  .n~eds to be .brought to an  end urgently :iln~ r.¢Comme~da;tib_ns• ,  . ,  i  "'' 
i{llpt.oinr::~:!.<;do;,.  t;1  new<l4.~jt)s.:<!~~J>eforr::.  t~Joe.end of the y~r  for the <\"~WP::_;)'l(t:is import<ollt..  :. ;;; 
'!;hat the. T!{ET ,bill  ~~  p,ass_ed .iP,9rder for j,~~-Ogl)ition to be given to (;TA cerFI'ipates  ... I'J:. isjrl:li-J . '; .,  - .•. 
important  that  the  Ministry  of Edcication  become  more  actively  involved  in  the  projoicf. · 
Concerning  tbe-futur~ of.th.,-pr.0ject, GTA.is.required to put forward _a  propoSal for the new 
vi~iaq of. the p.r,oje~t ~y the end of July:  This will  be reviewed by the.NAO and  t~e  D~;Jegati<lri• 
with a  .view to determine the futl,re sustainability of GTA  and, if feasible, t~ enilure'ci smooth 
transition from a olonor financed project to a sustainable private sector driven organisdtion. 
3.  Budget support for social sectors (9 EDF):  The HQ has mobilised a team of consultants for the 
feasibility/elaboration study and the 1" mission took place in May, second mission is due in June. 
During the missions close collaboration from the Ministry of Finance, Housing and Health needs 
to be ensured and comments on the report need to be provided by all concerned swiftly in order 
to ensure that the draft Financing  proposal  is  submitted to  HQ  in  September.  During  this 
second mission the consultants should work closely with the Government and the Delegation to 
establish the targets and indicators for the health and housing sectors. 
4.  Micro-projects  Programme  (9  EDF):  The  formulation  mission  took  place  in  March.  It is 
necessary to ensure that comments are provided on  a  timely  basis to ensure that the draft 
Project proposal can be submitted to Headquarters in  June.  The Government is  requested to 
clarify the issue regarding the proposed increase in the budget from 3 MEURO to 4  MEURO as 
soon as possible.  The additional1 MEURO would come from decommitted 6-8 EDF funds. 
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5.  Support to NA0'(9 EDF):  The formulation mission is  due May/June.  It is necessary to ensure 
the full  participation of oil  stakeholders, especially that of the Ministry of Finance so that the 
draft Financing proposal can be submitted to HQ in July. 
Operational recommendations 
1.  The NAO  taskforce and  the Delegation  will  continue  in  clearing  the RAC/RAL  situation ond 
request the closure of the remaining l  project by the end of 2003.  All  present projects will  in 
the future be closed on a timely basis as their activities come to an end. 
2.  The re-programming of the de-committed 6-8 EDF funds should be launched after the annual 
review and the finalisation of the GTA  evaluation, so that a mission to formulate the transition 
phase of GTA  could  toke place in  September.  The majority of the funds will  be used for the 
transition phase of GTA  and  other gth  EDF sector of concentration I  cross cutting principles 
(i.e. micro-projects)_ 
3., The need for further strengthening of the NAO taskforce was  emphasised.  A modus operandi 
internal to the ministry should be put in place to facilitate decision-making, signature of letters, 
reporting etc. Also a system of alternates should be established so that dossiers do not have to 
experience  undue  clelay  _during  the absence  of  individual  ministry  offi-cials.  Concerning  the 
contracts of the present staff, financed under SASP IV CPF  interests, the contracts of the 
junior and suppprt stllff,shciuJd;ur9"!Jtly be extended until ,the end of 2003.  Concerning the·  two. 
senior  stBff and- ct;~ns(clering :;the .delays  this. process  has  taken, the contract of ·-the :seni.or .  ·· 
occountc:iift  should .b¢ p(tended ,to the end of 2003- using  the new  draft ·1:erms .of  Ref<;:~ence 
prepared:by the  Delegation.  .-;_  - -.  -·-,  - - ,.,,,  ,-,., 
,,  ' ~;·  . ' '  ._'..  ' 
''  ~ :·· .  '.  -~  ..  .":\''/ 
·~·:':  . i  ..  j .. 
.: •  I  .\  •  o·O~····  \ ... ·· 
··  ..  :,,._ 
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L1s:t  of AnnexEs 
It should be noted that since the previous report covered the year 2001 and the first half 
of 2002 until the end of May 2002, this report covers the second half of 2002. 
1.  Intervention framework· including  an  overview  of  policy  measures and  indicators 
(updated) 
2.  Chronogram of activities (updated) 
3.  Indicative timetable for commitments and disbursements (updated) 
4.  Financial situation for B'h EDF (grants) 
5.  Financial situation far 7'" EDF (grants) 
6.  Financial situa"hon. for 6'h EDF (grants) 
7. 
:-,-,  --~·'(  :.·  . ~  .. ''-:'''·''··  . 
.8.  ~~B  ~ro,ject~,.,,;~ • 
.;_.-.-;.' 
..  ,;  ·' 
,•·.<  ~i- :.;-.• 
'  .-: 
-··· 
.  ;- -', ,· 
·'  ':•  ',_' 
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.. ·.\ Annex 1A  Intervention Framework Including Government Commitments and Sectoral Policies fur the 81h EDF 
.  .  '  ' 
SECTORS and  MEASURES TO BE TAKEN  :DATE,  INDICATORS OF  SOURCES OF 
I 
STATUS  I 
OBJECTIVES  ..  ~C:f:IIEVEMENT  VERlF ICA TION 
j 
.· 
REHABILITATION OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE;  ·.·.·•  ,  "  >.  ·. 
a.  SEA DEFENCES  .  ,  ..  /: 
·' 
Mobltisa.tilln of required fin.a'l1cia·l-resources· 
I· .. :  ."•  ".·  . 
Rehabilit-aUon and  ~6-97  _IncreaSed !fioV'!3mment·Budget  Go~mmenf.s  annual  Accomplished 
maintenance of existin!}  fmm domestic. and external sll\Jrces  .  ·.  S8-!l9··  and s.et;::ureid dq.nor p.art1cipati1Jn  budget arx:l accoiJnl. 
sea defence netw-ork  .  .·  .. 
' 
'o·•  -
Project Management capac:i.ty  :strengl~enin.g;  98!~  Pro)eol irrn;~lemenla.flon  Project reviews ami  Asse.ssmenl of Tenders for fA in 
reviaw of project management alld  aotord_l_ng to schedule  evaluations by  process 
implementa~ion  .arran:gements with ttle  Government and 
partldpating donors; troining of slaff'  •.  don·or.s. 
. 
Measures to encourage new inYestmenls from  9S/2·  Utlin!etrupt:B<i  supp~  Gf- Periodic impiementatiofl  Part of the works contract, b  t>e 
tile private sect-or into the q'Uarry sector.  essenliar quarry material to  progress reports,  tender<ld in 2003-2004 
rehabilitatkln operations 
This will be done with th.e 
Establishment of a loog-terrn  Finalist~ aOO  ad opt shore z:one management  9il/1  lnltla~on 6f .shore zone  Relalod TA andlorstud:;  assistance of  Ule TA under the 
and sustainable share zooo  plan basod on the I  DB financed feasibility stud)'  mana{lement p-lan  acliv_ities  contracts concluded,  Capacity b-1J.Iding TA contract 
man agemenl syslem  and seC\Jr-e/comm'rt required finan.cing  ,·  which is presentlv beino terdered 
Adopt slructur-e of shore zone management  9812  . Shore-zone management  Relevant Government  As above 
system; define lnter-i:n.stlttmonal responsibililies;  program me formalised  policy a.n.d  legislatio-n. 
enshrine ad"Dpt&d shore zone management 
system ifl approp-riate government legislation 
Streng!l1e.ning of ~nstitutioos participa'lion in tile  93-99  Relevant instilutions  Prog res:s reYiews  As above 
shore zooo manag-emenl programme  strenotllened aooord in~ to Plalls 
lmprovement of lltJman resources re_q uired by .  .9~-99.  Recruitment of Staff and training  Progress reviews  As above 
the slwre z.one management prDg ram me  ' ot  ·~ist.fb.9·-$taff in accordance 
.wilh H  lttl'sclledule aa·op\ed  - '  ··"'- under 'lfiei finaliz.e<:r ShOre Zone  - •. Management Plan. 
,·· 
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b.  WATER SUPPLY 
lmprov-emen~ o-f water s:upply  Implementation of the on-going .alid 
seNices  ptarmed programmes far the rehabirrtaUon  96-99 
andto r replacement of existin-g water 
supply facilities with particular emphasis 
on the priority faciliUes iden.:tified in 111e 
World Bank Water Supply T edmical 
Assistance and  Rehabil~ion Pr{l[ect  -
Strengthening of the instilu.tior)ri.L'Capacity·  •  W-<l~ 
of GI.JYWA:, training of :staff; completion of · 
a study (') lnlo the possible_ modali~es of  _ 
lhe prWaU:z.ation. (]f GUYWA a.ndlof: U;e 
increased participatioo of j.he Private :sector 
I"  llle provision of water all)lply related 
services 
Phasing in of periodic: w.aler t"ruiff  (19812 
adjustmellts with a view to a-chieving  _, 
9perating cost coverage by lhe year 2003' 
c_  TRANSPORTATION SECTOR 
Rehabil'rta!ion and i:mprovemellt Qf  Up<late ofTrn'nspart Plan (exisling)  B6,2003  _-
!he transportaUon network  --
Implementation  of  tne  o:n-going  and  ·96 • B812 
pia nned  pro-grammes  and  pr'Djects  .fDf 
reha.bilita.tioll  of tt\e transportation  netwoJk 
induding  road,  river,  sea  and  .~ir 
transportalion  ,- -
.·· 
InStitutional  strengthening  to  imprD-ve  the  9ai2 
-capacity  to  pian,  implement  and_: maintain 
transpGrlation  •nfrastructure;  stre"ng!lrening 
of  I  he  Transport  Planning  Unit  with 
assistance from IDA and I  DB 
- -
Establishment or all Airports Au,ho-rity ·.and ..  'c~812; -
a Civil Aviation Autho.rU"'  -; 
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Substantial -completion IJf file 
priority water s  upp~y facilliies 
- and-partiC\Jiarlytne EDF Funded 
Poudmyt:n and New 
Amster-d arn projecJ.s 
--
: ·-.strong er·mana-gement· 
caP.ac;'rti~.S~ 
-.  ~iniprci~  human resources; 
-impro\ltld customer ret-ated 
.  sefvl~~s; . -
.fmPrfri/00 Capabililles to 
man.age-the implementation of 
the· fadliues- refla.bilitalion 
. pr9gnmnl1e  , 
Periodid. ~'riff  a~djtJstments and 
· increased  ~rffi_ciMcy in billing 
'alld colleclion 
Transl?·ort Pia.-1 updated 
.· 
Projects successfully -
im[J'Iemented andfor :showing 
planood progress levels, 
par1icularl)i tl>e EDF funded 
Regional Airports Project and 
Guyana Suriname Ferry Pr-oject. 
Adequate Gov'l budget and 
.secured donor participation 
Improved perfoimarrce of 
relaled ~o:vernment a:genties 
Bodies.es'12!b1Lshed 
.?.  --
PAGE N' 341  >4 
Mon:it(lrin9 arK! 
cnmpletion reports ami 
evalu.aUol'\5 by EG and 
other dooors 
contributijng to t11e 
sector. 
Pmgramme review.s  tJ.y 
Ule World &mk and 
{11\1er don-or.s, 
evaluations and sUTVey;r:; 
GUYINA's audiled 
ac.:oounts. 
EnsMooment ln 
appropriate level of 
Govemmenl decisio.n 
Progress reports by 
Governmellt and 
par1ic1P'a1ing don-ors and 
ex-post evaluati.ons of 
EOF fun.ded P'rojects. 
Govlannualbudgeland 
accounts 
I  DP. and  IDB reports 
Relevant Government 
f€g!slation 
All EC furrded proj-ects complet-ed 
OniJoing  under  a  Dfl  0  project.  I 
Management  contract  to  be  .  in 
place during fourth  qu.art~r 2)G2. 
011-going under a DFID proj1~cl. 
Proposed under 9
1
h EDF. 
8ubalantial11 completed, 
Substantially comp-leted. 
Accomplished. 
. 
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d.  PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 
- --: 
lricrease  and  strengthen  lhe role  Implementatio-n of the structural ari·d sedllr'  96-98 
of  the  private  sector  '" 
tile  measures con-cemi ng I  he supp-ort to the 
country's  _eco-nomy  lhrough  the  private sector induded in 'lile Policy 
pursuit  of structural  and  se-ctoral  Framework Paper 91}-98 in the contexJ  Df 
policies  creating  an  emdronmellt  the ESAF 
conducive  1o  llle  development  of 
the sectGr 
. 
Supp~  a-dequate resources for the ttuikling  96-98 
'  of institutional capacity to G<J.:.INVEST in 
lts inveslrnent advfsory role to ttJe_p~ate 
sector  · ·  . 
Enhancement Df the legal framework In  1~9S· 
whidl the privale sector operates · 
En.hancement of-human re:soorces pool  97-99· 
and de\l'e:IO[)ment o'  en.trep-relleurial 
capacity 
. 
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. ·~ 
SigriifiCBni'~rO-g-~6 in-t.he  I  M  F periodic reports 
implementation of the PFP v.itll 
pariicular-e-mp~asfs -on. those 
measures relating to the pTiva!e 
.sector 
Adequate budget arid human 
resour.res tar f30~~NVEST  · 
Reports of GO-INVEST 
.. 
· Apjnl)ved ·;,guU.tions for the  _Go'IEimment legislation 
n~  C001parues _Act 
SalisfacttJry lrrtplemen.taUon (]f  Programme p-rogress 
on'-:9 Ding  ~RD"  and man8fjeme:n\  report 
skills- d.li3velopr'nent programme-a 
wi'lll assiS!a:OOe fro0m IDA (SME), 
USAID (Boep),' eto. 
~  PAGE N" 15135 
Programmed  wiled  over  to  1  9S.B-
2(100.  Policy  slippages  in  1~
1 
quarter 2001.  A new prorramme 
ne.g{l'li.aled ea.riy 2002,  appToved if! 
September  2002.  New· slipJ}ages 
forese€n br 200:3. 
Capaci~y building efforts ml-g{ling. 
Client  satisfactkln  .survey  done  in 
2001:  94%  of  clients  sa\istied, 
recoiTUTienil aUons  are  being 
implemented.  ~ 
Has  been  tabled,  but  not  yet 
.apprQved  by  PaTiiament  Na 
l!idk:atlon  of  'M'Ien  this  w~kj 
happen. 
Several  p-rojects  by  E~,DFID, 
JDB,CIDA,  USAID  are  on-;Jaing, 
bu!  lack  £If  human  resiJurces  will 
remain a critical  i.ssue  for 'tears tiJ 
come. 
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Annex 18  Intervention framework for the 9'" EDF 
Infrastructure: Sea Defences 
Performance indicators  Sources of Verification  Assumptions 
Long term national 
sector targets: 
Statistics: 
Economic growth and  .  GDP  - Nationi;il accounts 
pow~rty reductlon through  .  Value added in agriculture  statistics 
a.!;!.sured protection of the  .  Investment in agrleujture  - Agricult.;ral !=J'roduction 
coast from the sea  .  Propecty insurance r.;:~tes  st.ts.  .  Damage to iiltrastruct.ure 
averted 
Intervention objective: 
Improving the sea~  Length of seawall in good and  Ministry of  Public Wotks 
defence$ and their  serviceabl~ condition  . 
maintenance 
Results: 
.  Study of  effect~ of  .  Number of  staff  tra.Jne:d  Ministry of Public  Works  • Sea level does not 
sea le.vel rise on  .  Length of  sea-wall  rise in the period 
infrastructure and  rehablll!a(ed  ~There.  are .suffic:ii:tnt 
economy completed  .  Financial proceclures tn  . trained s\aff (o ""''Y  .  Plannjna, Accounting  place to carry out  Qu~  th9. wOrk 
and.-reportlng  maintenance  .~\3.biif· de_velops  : 
consistent With  .  Annual estimate for  iid~qUate:  funding for 
requirements for  m~;~intenance requited  si.Jstaln.abl~ 
Budgetary support.  .  Alte:mative sea dafencel  rii·~iri~n~h~  .  .  Life of sea.::wall  .  measures being tried oUt 
effectiVely extend  .  CapaCity for effective  , .. 
maihtenance system · 
in pliice·  .  Finaflc:ing of 
maintenanc~  activities 
secured in a ·  -
sUstainable manner  '·'."'•  :  .  Alternative means. of '  ,_. 
-<~ 
cO~st.al defence  . 
eVl;l:luated  '. 
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Macro-economic SLip pori (to Social Sector} 
Perfonnance Indicators  Sources of  Verification  Assumptions 
Long term national 
sector targets: 
Poverty reduction  -Distribution of  wealth statistics  -Government statistics 
- Employrn!:!nt statistics  - Monitoring of budgetary 
- Migt':ation  s~tlstics  exerution 
- Reviows by IMF and lOB 
Intervention objective: 
To assist tne government  - Government expenditure 
in meeting its budgetary  - Size of  funding gap 
objectives as set out in the 
PRSP 
Results: 
PUBLIC FINANCE 
MANAGEMENT  .  Planning, Accounting  ~ Govt. statistics bureau  - PRSP adopted and 
and r~porting  - Inter-party Pa~lamenlary  budget implemented 
consistent with  Committee on housing  according to 
requirements for  -NGOs  schedule 
Sudgetary_ supp~·rt  ;. Other Donor reportS  .  lncrf!ase.in qualified  - NAO office reports  -Adequate im'pil,ct 
govt. profe_ssioo~ls  ..  monitoring iridiCB.tora 
develOped tO :trigger 
.. ' 
funding 
HOUSING  ..  '.  '  .  Poor peopiEthave:!:  - Seleclion system Number Of .  MinistrY of  Housing and 
;~ . 
bette!r atcesS'  .to  houses built each yea.t  Water  '' 
hoUSing·  - Number of poor pMple  .  Crime i:ate t"9di.Jced  housed in new houSes 
•  Rl§duc.ed ·~ttl!iio  - No of  poor people gtven 
'  tensions.; 
..  .bousin_g lots and obtainin!;l  :1·.'., 
'.  mortgages 
.  .  ManaQ.ement  - Crime reduced  '  ..  ,. 
Ci1pacitY i"!i  C~_&PA  ·  · ... P.oihical reports 
sti'engttJerled  - 1':116 ·of hoi..ises buiit.by govt, 
NGO and priVate sector 
- ·  Re~ular  & Prdper reporting 
and ~onitoring reports 
:.< .. , 
HEALTH  .  Development of a 
y  strategic Health plan  M_inistry of  Health 
strategic health sector 
plan  -Targets in reduced mortality  .  Reduction in mother  met 
& i::hild mortality in 
regions  - Staff  turnover; change in  .  Improved conditions  benefits 
of service for medical 
staff  .  Reduction Illness 
and death from major 
dis:eases  .  Increase in average 
lite-expectancy in 
regior'ls  .  Reduction in deaths 
by maJor diseases 
JOINT A.NNUAL ~fiVlEW  -J"uly 2003-GUY ~A  PAGE N" 38/38 Annex2  Chronogramme of activities (updated) 
I EDF  Guyana  Total  Identification  Appraisal  · :Finan~  ing  Secondary 
·Decision.·  Cammitmimt · 
Sea Defences  June 2003  Nov·2003.  e-nd 2'DD4_, ·.- :  E  19,0  End.20D4· 
9'"  Trans p<Jrt 
.  '  .. 
eaT~2004  •  •  ·  Sector Study  €1,0  Jan 2003  Mav 2001  bcnob3 
Bud. Support 
.,  .. _  .,~-
Socia I Sector  €2;1.3  Feb 2003  ·  May2003  _Jan 2004 
. 
mi(ii!Oil4 • 
-\~~·-, 
Support NAO  €1,0  Feb 2003'  May2000.'  Oct 2003  end 2003. 
Micnrprojects 
Programme  €3,0  Feb 2003'  Mard1  200:>~  ..  Oc1.2003  earlv 2004 
Sea Defences  €20,5  Dec 1-999"'  :1~ quarter 2003 
B"  Low income 
Housing  €9,1  ocr 2002  ei>d 2003 
Guyana Training 
A~ency  €1,B  May2000"'  Dec200iY" 
linden Eco noml c:: 
Adva nee me nt 
Programme 
(SYSMIN)  €12,5  Sept 2000""  Dec'zaot• 
De- 2''" phase GTA "  +/- €1.0  May.2003  Sept2003  Early 201l4  mid 2004 
com 
mitte 
d 
fund  Remainder to  -
s  water/Budgetary 
6-S'"  Support or Micro 
EDF  projects  ..  program me ,..~  +1-€1.0  May 2003  Sepl2003  Ear!v 2004  mid2004 
-
• = actu a  1 ''•  decision on the use of these funds will be taken during Annual· Review 2003.  If funds !o go to 
Budgetary Support or Micro-projects program me, than these extra funds are to be allocated according to 
the planning of these projects as indicated above.  '·'·,  ·  ,.;,  · 
::..··-
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U) Annex 3  Indicative timetables for commitments and disbUrSements (updated) 
'Indicative Primary Commitments Timetable 2002-2004 '· 
EDF  Guyana  Total  2002·  2003  2004 
1  2  1.  2:  . 1'': .  2  . 
g'"  Sea Defences  € 19,0  19.0 
Transport Sector Study  € 1,0  1.0 
" 
Ma cro-econ support to Socia  I Sector  €  23.3  23.3 
. 
). 
Support to economic actors 
NAO office  € 1,0  1,0 
MIcro-pro  ]eels Program  €3,0  3i0. 
Low lncome Housing  € 9,1  9,1 
..  ~'  -. {- ~  '  --~-'-
'  -,~  , 
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-"  IS) Indicative Disbursements Timetable 2002-2005, 
EDF  Guyana  I  nd  ic. Total  < 2.002  < 
1  2""  < 
9"  Sea Defences  € 19,0 
Transport Sector Study  € 1,0 
I 
Macroeconomic sup port to Social Sector  € 14,9 
', 
Support to economic actors:  " 
NAO office  € 1,0 
Micro-proJects Program  €3,0 
8"'  Sea Defences  €20,5  0,06'  0,15' 
Low [ncome Ho us f  ng  € 9,1 
Guyana Training Agency  € 1,8  0,113'  0,08 
Linden Economic Advancement Programme  € 12,5  0,93'  0.14 
-.':'=·  . 
~ 1\clu al  disbursement 
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<  < 
2003  <  2004 
1"'  ~:- 1"' 
<  0,50 
<  ', 
0,20 
1'.5  <,' 
0,12 
0,50 
1,0  0,75  0,75 
<  0,90  1,00 
0,59  ,0,24  0,44 
1,44  0,60  0,93 
,' 
PAGE N-c-:-U{41 
2.005 
2  1 
2,75 
0,40  0,40 
1,5  2,5 
0,12  0,12 
0,50  0,50 
0,50  0,50 
1,20  1,20 
t32  0,93 
2 
2,75 
2,5 
0,13 
0,50 
0,70 
1,10 
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>-" Annex4  Financial situation for 8
1
h EDF (grants): National Indicative Programme and  Non-Program~mable Funds 
Account  Dote of  Loartl  ,-_  ;Amount of  Payments 
No  Title of Project  · ·De_cislon  Grant  Financing  PREVIOUS  Jun-Dec 2GG2.  CUMULATIVE 
'  Agreement 
NO IGA TIVE PROGRAMME 
ST AREA OF CONCENTRATION: INFRACSTRUCTURE  · .. 
B.ACP .G UA005  GtJyana Se-a  Defences  12121199  G  ·.  20,000,000.00  202,981.25  146, (1<19 .00  349,030.25 
· .ACP.GUA.007  Guyana Sea Defences-ADK  1128100  .G  520,000.00  406,706.33  - 406,706.33 
pnd i3're8'  ofconcenlretion: Private Se~  Development 
... 
.ACP.GUA.003  D St\.Jdy: Human Resource Development Pro_g ram me  5107!fJ8  G  80,000.00  73,056.60  - 70,056.60 
.ACP .GUA.Q06  edmica 1  Assi-stance- Feasibiity stUdy  ·'17/9J99.  G  4,500.00  1,160.23  - 1,160.23 
B.ACP .GUA.Il08  Guyana Training p.,gency  12~100  G .. . • . •  1  ,795,000.00  422,954.9ll  B4,5ll5.19  507,540.18 
'  .  '  . 
~.ACP.GUA.01  0  PreparatiiJn of Country slrate!JY paper ~.or 9th EDF  ~ll/11100  G  79;900:00  79,990.00  - 79,990.00 
.ACP.GUA.013  pauntry stJpport strate-gy  3112101  G  19,996.00  19,562.58  19,562.58 
ow I  neG me Housing Programme  G'  9,100,1l00.00  -
~ui> lotol 
- -.·· 
31' 599,486.00  1,206,411.96  230,1!34.19  1,437 ,041!.17 
NON PROGRAMMABLE FUNDS 
~.ACP.GUA.001  Stwctu ral Adjustment  Su~~ort IV  0!4198  G  4,600,000.00  4, 000,000.00  - 4,600,000.00 
6.ACP.GUA.OD2  tructural AdiJstmenl Support IV  li/519B  G  690,000.00  S90,1l00.00  - 690,000.00 
B.ACP .GUA. 004  lructural AdjLLSimenl Support V  17129196·  G  5,700,000.00  5 ,400,000. 00  - 5,41l0,000.00 
r.ACP.GUA009  Unden Economic Enh-ancement Programme  7128100  G  12,500,000.00  1,072,564.00  143,843.00  1,215,407.00 
is.ACP.GUA.011  PED 11  Loan trom EIB  . 122110102  L  500,0QQ.OO  41,000.00  41,000.00 
OTAL  NON PROGRAMMABLE FUNDS  - . - .  ' ..  ,. '.  .  . 
.  2~,990,DO'O.OO  11,803,5ll4 .00  14:3,843.00  11,947,407.00 
OTAL OF NATIONAl PROGRAMMES  - . 
~5  ,589,488.00  13,009,975.9 6  3  7  4,477.19_ ~  13,384,453  j_7_ 
·-
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[\j Annex5  Financial situation forth EDF (grants): National Indicative Programme 
Account  D'!lo oF  Loa  [II  . ·.·  Amount of .  . I. 
No  Till< of Project  .D~ci~i~n  Gra~·!  Flnaocing  PREVIOUS 
'  _Agreement 
N  DICATI\IE P  ROGRAMM~ 
"-:  ·~· ..  < 
FOCAL AREA: RehabiliTation of Economic ln!rastruoture  I 
17ACP·.GUA.OOO  fr  A~  Sea Defen-ce  RehabiiTtaU.;:~n 
.. 
15124193  •  G  747,958.02  747,958.02 
17 ACP.GUA.007  r•w Amsterdam Water SllJlply I Phase 11)  11110ill3  G  4,500, 000.00  4,159,981 .22 
17 ACP.GUA.011  f.ehabilitation of Sea Deren-ces  12120/ll,~- G  11:,100,000.00  10,958,312.30 
17 ACP.GUA.012  ~ehabilitatlon of Demerara Harbour Brldge  12f?Oill3  .  G  8,400,000.00  8,321,467.12 
17ACP.GUA.017  Pouderoyen Water Supply  R~habilitallon Project  i7!141l15.  G  : ;,.61s,qo,ooo,oo  6,061,553.75 
fJUTSIDE OF FOCAL AREA 
. ' 
17 ACP.GUA.002  lr A--Setting up of Pnvate Sector' Centre  1118ill3  G  13,196.88  13,196.88 
17ACP.GUA.OOS  pevelo~ment  o.f Small Busine-ss Credit Imitative  ~118ill3  G  219,239.00  219,239.00 
17 ACP.GUA.014  AHEslablishment of Ptivate sector Centre  pmro4  G  454,111.55  454,111.55  I  .  . 
17ACP.GUA.D24  frechnicar a:ssis!ance  to the NAO's Office  flltS/99  G  33,500.00  31,504.24 
17ACP.GUA.025  ~udy- Economic Appraisal of Sea Defences  128198  G  20,785.25  20,785.25 
RANSFERRED FROM THE 5TH EDF  < '•!• 
'  '  ..  ., 
7.ACP .GUA. 008  E-ast Bank Berbice culverts  213193  G  322,071.43  218,345.51 
7.ACP .GUA.D16  Deveklpme-nt of Small Business- Ciedlt lnitiati'.'e  1(.!4194 .  .'G··  , 57;r,eas:S7  571,686.57 
7.ACP.GUA.027  General ele-ctions 2001:  Financia~ Ne.eds .asse-ssment  ~12sroo.-
';  ;.',  .. G,~  5MOO.OO  49,997.75 
- ..  . . 
~ub  total  . 32,935,548.70  31 ,828,14922 
.. 
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Payments 
Jun-Doc 2002  CUMULA  TillE 
- 747,958,02 
- 4,159,981.22 
- 1  0,958,312.30 
- 8,321 ,467.12 
6,061,563.75 
- 13,196.88 
- 219,239.00 
- 454,111.55 
~  31,504.24 
- 20,785.25 
- 218,345.51 
- 571,686.57 
- 49,997.75 
- 31,828,149.22 
% c'lm . 
amount 
To I'A 
10000 
92.44 
98."12 
99,1)7 
93.:25 
10000 
100 oo 
10000 
94.04 
100 00 
67J9 
100.00 
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"'  w No  TiUa of Project  De-cisiOn  Gra-nt 
~ON  PROGRAMMABLE  FUND~ 
ACP.GUA.~03 peneraJ Import Programme 1  fi/t:JJ92,,  .G· 
ACP.GUA.015  Penerallmport PrDilramme 11  5117194.  ~.·:G  ... 
.. 
ACP.GUA.OW  ~u  pport Structural Ad"justme:rlt Pro_gramme/ GIP  111  1111100'  - G'  .. 
7 ACP .GUA.020  ~up-port Structural adjus'lment programme  1111/91(  G 
7 .ACP .GUA.026  pent Reief ( HIPIC)  i291iOJ99  G 
. 
~YSMIN  Op< rations 
rvsMIN 
: 
7.ACP.GUA.009  213/93  l,: 
'  - ,.  ' 
l.ACP .GUA.013  FeasU>ility study- Guy-ana/Brazil mad  1>!1;198  G 
7.ACP.GUA.022  fra- Examlni11g SYSMiN  reqi.JE!.st  f3i21ffis '  G 
7.ACP.GUA.023  ~ILKly- Economic Diversification ofUnden  128198  G 
~~klnal Development of the Ruf>u m.mi - Identification  12BIIl8  G  .. 
LOANS FROM THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK 
b-.ACP .GUA.004  Bauxite Rehabilit.ati{ln  f'i1~:i  L 
17 ACP.GUA.018  IPED Glol>alloan  01411l5  L 
b-.ACP .GUA.021  Rosellall Wat-er Su pp~y Rehabilitation  12114/95  L 
h-oT  At OF NON PROGRAMMABLE FUNDS 
h-oT  At OF NATIONAl PROGRAM McS 
..  ·  ..... 
' 
JOINT ANNUAL REVUW -July  lOill - GUY ANA 
Financlng  PREVIOUS 
Agreement 
. 
4.4\~;6~7.7  4,479,657.72 
2,000,000.00  1  ,952,955.0[ 
I  .  :~00,000.00  800,000.0( 
1,300 ,000.[)(  1  ,264, 996.9! 
6  ,44ll ,000.0  6,440,000.0( 
3,825,8~1.4E  3,230.478.41 
'i5o,ooo.oc  124,457.86 
. '11,~42.6~ .  17,342.65 
.  136, GOO .OC  101,225.84 
.  .  .. 
250,000'.UI  50,000.00 
,5,000,000.0(  5, 000,000.00 
500,0(H}.O(  5(H},OOO.OO 
~.200,000.0(  6,949,410.69 
34,100,821.8  30,910,525.15 
67,636;_371):5 I  62,738,67  4. 37 
.. 
PAGENo.44/44 
Jun-Dec 200~: 
-
-
-
. 
-
-
-
-
1,782,332.0 
1, 782,332.0 
1,782,332.0  I 
CUMULATIVE  '%  c.ur1u~. 
amount 
to Fl>. 
4,479,£57.72  100.·]0 
1,952,955.00  97.!~ 
800,000.00  100.)0 
1,264,996.98  97.<;1 
6,440,000.00  100.)0 
3,230,478.41  84.~-4 
124,457.86  82.~17 
17,342.65  100.00 
101,225.64  73.i~ 
50,000.00  20.11{} 
5,000,000.0  100.00 
500,000.0  100.Il0 
8,731,742.6  94.91 
32,692,857.1  95.87 
84,521 ,006.3~  96.25 
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.c.  .c. Annex 6  Financial situation for 6
1
h EDF (grantS):  National Indicative Programme 
Account  Date of  Loan/  Amount of 
'  No  Title of Project  Decision  Grant  Financing  ,. 
INDICATIVE PROGRAMME 
~rae~mnt 
lFocAL AREA: RehabilitJJtJon of Eer:momic lnfJastructure  '  .  .. 
.  AGP.GUA.002  ~ecto-.ral lmp-ort Programme  f_- ·,  ffliB'l .'  .  ·.  G  242,990.31 
ACP.GUA.003  fiver Ferry SeNfces--lmmediate Actia-11  Pro.g ram me  4i!JI88  G  2,824,575.1E 
.ACP .G UA 008  nfrastructure Rehabirrtallon  5120/aB  G  16,955,779.31 
p.ACP.GUA.014  Pre-Feasibllfty Study- Demerara Harbour Bridge  itJ/9:2  G  110;242.71 
.ACP.GUA.015  IT A-New Amstenlam Water Supply Project  .  ~  (JJ~;;  G  59,930.97 
.ACP.GUA.016  Pme IV Se.a Defence StOOy  !>J9illZ  G  197,751 .o; 
.ACP.GUA020  POtJderoyen Water Supply Project·Appra I  sal  117194  B  23,120.0[ 
.ACP .G UA. D2o  h-A-PEU Sea Defence Rehabilita!ion Programme  12127195  G  378,596.2 
~.ACP.GUA.024  - f2Mie  A-lnvestjgation In Sea Defences  G.  36,571.14 
)3.ACP.GVA.025  IT A-NAO's Office  11119196  .  G  166,224.06 
I'.ACP.GUA.028  ·  Programme A,ppraisa~Prep.  Financing.Prop. Sea Oefe-11ce  lll/98'  'G  66,836.2c 
.ACP .GUA.029  A- Low Income Housing ( KAMPAX)  3t110o  '8  80,000,0[ 
OUTSIDE  OF FOcAL AREA  '  ~.ACP  .GVA.004  A-Olienta I Fruft Fly  12123187·  'G  114,u68.97 
~.ACP.GVA.007  A-Tourism D-evelopment  111/88  G  64;195.96 
6.ACP.GUA.010  A Rehabilitation ofT  o.xicology Unit 
'  4111189  G  14,435.8 
.ACP. G UA011  Paii)' Deveiopment Prepamtary_Study  7ma9.  G  56,B.J2.0C 
p.ACP.GUA.013  P.rep-aratioll of Geooral fmport Programme  Z/1~0  G  - 43i:J50.00 
~.ACP.GUA.018  A- Eslablishment of Private Sec1or Cefltre  '12.i!ll6  G  100,000.0C 
~.ACP.GUA.019  I  D  S1ucty; Lome IV 2nd Financial ProtoODf  l/13194  G  61,680.91 
~.ACP  .GUA.021  ~malj Business Credit I  nillalive {SBCJ}  12120195  G  105,Tie.6E 
ACP .G UA.022  ,Stl.ldy; Drug Tr.affidA.huse  1Z/1Ml4  G  28,628.39 
.ACP.GUA.026  Mfd Term Evalu-ation - SBCJ  f3!1 Btl?  G  42,015. 1C 
, .ACP.GUA.027  ~judy Df HRD needs  fn  Pri'iate Sector  1125197  G  4,610.9 
I  ~uh  Total {NIP)  ... 
.·  .  .  ~  ·2,1,778,712.05  . 
JOINT ANNUAL REVIEW -J'uly  2~03- GUY ANA  I'AGEJI"' 45145 
':""';f--7~~:  '.;~~~~ 
:Paym~mts 
PREVIOUS  Jun-De1~  2002  CUMULATIVE 
242.~.31  242,1l00.3 
2,824,57 5.18  2,824,575.1 
16,955,779.31  16,955,779.3 
110,242.71  110,242.7 
59,930.9  59,930.9 
197,751.0  197,751.0 
23,120.0  23,120.0 
378,596.27  378,596.2 
36,571.1  36,571.1 
166,224.0  166,224.0 
66,836.2  65,836.2 
73,289,0  73,269.0 
114,56U7  114,568.9 
64,195.9  B4,195.9 
14.435.8  14,435.8 
56,832.00  56,832.0 
43,350.0  43,350.0 
100,000.0  100,000.0 
61,680.91  61,680.9 
105,776.68  105,776.6 
28,628.39  28,628.3 
42,015.1  42,015.1 
4,610.9  4,610.9 
21,772,001.12  21,772,001.1 
% M-cumurat. 
amount 
To FA 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
91.61 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
99.97 
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Ul Aeocolln~  D~t-E· of  L<>atii  Amount of 
No  Title of P  reject  llep~;ion,  Grant;  Fina.n~ing 
','  ','  Agreement 
irAAN SF ERRED FROM 4TH EOF 
ACP.GUAm7  De"Jelopment {)(Small Business  lni1f.ative  . 11124Al4  G  4,333.00 
NON PROGRAMMABLE FU NOS 
.ACP .GUA.001  Emer.ge.ncy afd-Tllallium PoisoninQ  3120!B7  G  27,89-l.OC 
ACP.GUA.005  Fmer9ency aid-Mala rta  · I 21281117  ,  G  217,559.5! 
.ACP.GUA.OO~  EIB line ol Credit  . 12!i4iMI 
-.-~  3  ,600,000'.00 
fAC P  .G UA012  River F  er_ry SeMces-C1Jmpensalian Rog-EUl  128/9(1  .G  62,319.0( 
OTALOFNONPROGRAMMABLEFUNDS  I  3,912,1 o5.o! 
I:.·  .  ' 
OTAL OF NATIONAL PROGRAMMES  25,690,817  .. 13 
•<,' 
'-, 
JOINT ANNUAL RllVIEW -July  1003-GUY  ANA  l"AC<1 N'  46146 
Payments 
PREVIOUS  J un -Dec 2002  CUMULATIVE 
4,333.oD  4,333.5 
27,8W.OC  27,8~3.0 
217,559.5!  217,559.5 
3,600,000.0C  3,600,000.0 
62,319.011  62,319.0 
3,~12,10(;,01  3,912,105.0 
25,684,106.2  25,684,106.2 
% of r:-umult. 
Amount to 
FA 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
99.97 
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